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Abstract
This document reports on the final versions of ontologies and reasoning mechanisms developed
within WP5 to endow KRISTINA with conversational awareness, advanced reasoning capabilities and
question answering. More precisely, the specifics of the ontologies are presented (concepts,
properties, hierarchies, semantics, restrictions, etc.) that address the modelling requirements in
KRISTINA with respect to the supported use cases (T5.2). The population of the ontologies is also
described, elaborating on the interfaces and mapping solutions developed (T5.6). Hybrid reasoning
schemes (T5.7) are also presented for conversational awareness, context interpretation, fusion and
question answering, able to extract context from the KB relevant to the information needs of the
user. The report also presents examples of the modelling, reasoning and question answering
capabilities of the framework, along with evaluation results. Last, the advances on vocal analysis,
namely the multilingual automatic speech recognition and text analysis technologies, are
summarised in the Appendix; the contents distilled from the transcribed user utterances form the
main source for the population of the ontologies and the materialisation of the subsequent
interpretation, hence largely shaping pertinent specifications for the carried out extensions.
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Executive Summary
This document reports on the final methods developed by Work Package (WP) 5 to address
the modelling, reasoning and question answering requirements of KRISTINA through the
Knowledge Integration (KI) framework. The updates address the requirements for the second
prototype (MS4), including advancements towards the final version of the system.
The initial version of the ontologies and reasoning mechanisms was presented in D5.2 and
D5.3, outlining the basic models and methods that were adopted in WP5 for the semantic
aggregation of the multimodal descriptions extracted from the various components of the
system. WP3 and WP4 provide these pieces of information in the form verbal and non-verbal
observations and events that constitute the input to WP5 fusion and decision support tasks.
The initial specifications of these descriptions, along with user requirements that have been
materialised in the form of use cases and scenarios, served as guidelines for building the first
version of the KRISTINA ontologies and reasoning mechanisms that comprise modules for
capturing: i) the semantics that are extracted through language analysis from the user
utterances, as well as preliminary non-verbal information extracted by facial expression and
gestures analysis, ii) the domain-specific information consisting of profile data, behaviour
patterns and habits; and iii) conversation topics and information.
This document reports on the advanced version of KI, describing the extensions that have
been implemented for supporting advanced modelling and flexible reasoning capabilities, the
population of ontologies with content, advanced context extraction from the Knowledge Base
(KB) for question answering, as well as fusion of verbal and non-verbal modalities to achieve
enhanced conversational awareness and feed Dialogue Management (WP2) with relevant
content from the KB. Extensive evaluation results are also presented, along with relevant
ontology evaluation metrics. In addition, in the Appendix, the advances on vocal analysis
technologies that were carried out towards the second prototype, and which largely affect the
modelling and interpretation specifications, are summarised, as further reference context.
The ontologies and reasoning mechanisms described in this report have been integrated in
the second prototype of the KRISTINA system (MS4). The integrated components also support
extended functionalities that will be thoroughly tested in the final system (MS5), such as
multimodal fusion. Minor updates on the ontologies or reasoning mechanisms, pertinent to
the requirements of the final system, will be reported in deliverables D7.5 Final System or
D8.9 Final System Report, if needed.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
DL

Description Logic

ASR

Automatic Speech Recognition

DM

Dialogue Management

DnS

Descriptions and Situations

DOLCE

Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering

DUL

DOLCE+DnS Ultralite

KB

Knowledge Base

KI

Knowledge Integration

LA

Language Analysis

LG

Language Generation

LOD

Linked Open Data

NL

Natural Language

OWL

Ontology Web Language

RDF

Resource Definition Framework

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

SPIN

SPARQL Inferencing Notation
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1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of the Knowledge Integration (KI) framework within WP5 is to research and develop
technologies for semantic content and human input modelling, integration, reasoning and
question answering. To this end, the information made available by WP3 and WP4 regarding
verbal and non-verbal input, as well as profile information about user preferences, habits and
activities, is fused and aggregated in WP5 to derive high-level interpretations and decision
support tasks, fuelling Dialogue Management (WP2) with information relevant to the
conversational context (Figure 1).
In order to implement the KI framework, two constituents need to be considered for
supporting the underlying reasoning tasks, namely representation and interpretation. The
representation layer provides the ontology vocabulary and infrastructure for capturing and
storing information relevant to the KRISTINA application domain, such as:





The content of the conversation coming from the verbal and non-verbal
communication of users with the system.
User profile information, e.g. preferences, habits, diseases, etc.
Domain knowledge capturing system behaviour, such as supported conversation
topics, response types and feedback messages
The semantic relationships and dependencies among the various contextual aspects
of the domain, describing the way information should be integrated, fused and
interpreted to provide meaningful responses.

The initial version of the representation layer (ontological framework) has been defined in
D5.2, addressing the modelling requirements of the initial set of the use cases. This involved
expressive patterns to capture behavioural aspects of users, domain concepts relevant to
language analysis results, e.g. events and objects, as well as the structure and semantics of
responses that are sent as feedback to the DM.
The ontological framework serves as the backbone for the interpretation (reasoning) layer
that combines rule-based and native OWL 2 ontological reasoning to support:






Conversational awareness, recognising topics of discussion.
Contextual awareness, fusing verbal and non-verbal modalities to better understand
the semantics of the incoming information and situation.
User-pertinent feedback, generating responses according to profile information.
Intelligent feedback and suggestions to the DM, such as proactive responses,
clarifications, etc.
Question answering, extracting relevant context from knowledge data sources.

The first version of the interpretation framework has been also described in D5.2 (and partially
in D5.3), demonstrating key reasoning requirements in WP5 relevant to the ability to
recognise the conversational context based on the semantic annotation of the information
derived by language analysis tasks (WP3), enabling its further coupling with domain and
background knowledge.
This deliverable reports on the updated versions of the representation and interpretation
layers developed during the second half of the project, elaborating on the extensions and
improvements that have been integrated in the KRISTINA agent towards the final system, in
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Figure 1 Interactions and interdependencies of the ontology and reasoning framework with the
other modules of the KRISTINA framework

order to enrich the representation and interpretation capabilities, as well as to support novel
knowledge-driven fusion mechanisms. More specifically:




Representation layer: the focus has been given on extending the vocabularies and
semantics used to capture information at various level of abstraction. This involves the
development of additional patterns to model user profile-related information, as well
as models to capture verbal and non-verbal information coming as input to WP5
(Section 3.1). We also present examples of populating the ontologies, either manually,
e.g. by specifying profile-related information through Web forms, or automatically,
mapping information extracted by other KRISTINA modules (Section 3.2).
Interpretation layer: the research on context interpretation and reasoning has mainly
focused on the development of methodologies for supporting advanced
conversational awareness, multimodal fusion, question answering and user-tailored
responses. More specifically, conversation awareness is now achieved by capturing
dependencies among high-level topics and low-level input events in a loosely-coupled
manner, rather than defining strict contextual patterns that cannot provide enough
flexibility for handling the imprecise and ambiguous nature of the domain (Section
4.1). We also demonstrate the way conversational awareness is used to extend KI with
multimodal fusion capabilities, able to derive plausible interpretations of the ongoing
interaction with the user, inferring complex situations that need to be specially
treated. Question answering has been enhanced, following a context-aware matching
Page 8
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and extraction algorithm for retrieving content from the KB relevant to the user input
(Section 4.2).
Finally, in Section 5 we present extensive evaluation results of the reasoning framework. The
section also elaborates on the final ontologies, presenting evaluation results using the OOPS!
tool and relevant metrics.
Last, in the Appendix, we summarise the advances carried out with respect to vocal analysis,
namely multilingual automatic speech recognition and multilingual text analysis, towards the
second prototype, and outlining the extensions compared to the functionality of the first
prototype. The semantics distilled from the transcribed utterances form the core inputs for
the population of the ontologies and the subsequent interpretation, thus directly affecting the
modelling and reasoning requirements.
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2 RELATED WORK
A detailed overview of the state of the art with respect to ontology-based knowledge
representation languages (RDF, OWL/OWL2), native reasoning mechanisms and semantics
(Description Logics and rules), as well as existing ontologies relevant to KRISTINA modelling
requirements was presented in the first version of the ontologies and reasoning techniques
(D5.2). In this section, we present related work on context representation and question
answering, elaborating also on the basic principles behind the mapping and translation of
complex Natural Language (NL) questions into semantic representations and respective
queries. We also present approaches that tackle multimodal context fusion and
interpretation, so as to provide an accurate understanding of ongoing situations.

2.1 Mapping NL to Semantic Representations
Most approaches to question answering adhere to shallow linguistic analysis and triple-based
serialisations, falling short to cope with the translation of complex NL questions into faithful
semantic representations and respective queries.
A notable exception is the Pythia question answering system (Unger & Cimiano 2011), where
deep linguistic analysis is used to compositionally construct general meaning representations
from NL questions involving quantification, aggregation functions and superlatives. Although
certain portability and scalability concerns apply, due to the need for explicating admissible
linguistic realisations of the considered domain ontology classes and properties, the main
concern is about the difficulty of assessing its performance over conceptually demanding
domains, as the reported evaluation ran over the Mooney's dataset1 that adheres to a simple
ontology for geographical information.
Parallel to the efforts for capturing the semantic structure of NL questions, there has been
recently a growing interest for paradigms for the principled translation of NL texts into
RDF/OWL representations. Seminal examples include among others, LODifier, PIKES and FRED.
In LODifier (Augenstein et al. 2012), Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs) (Kamp &
Reyle 2013), extracted by means of deep semantic parsing, are converted to RDF triples using
transformation rules that map the unary and binary DRS conditions to respective class and
property assertions, while RDF reification is used for logical and modal descriptions, such as
disjunction and possibility. Focusing on publishing text as linked data, certain design choices,
such as the use of blank nodes, become problematic, at least without some further postprocessing and refactoring, for application contexts, such as NL QA question, that require
cleaner representations that are closer to Semantic Web best practices.
Adopting a more knowledge-oriented paradigm, PIKES (Corcoglioniti et al. 2016) extracts
entities and complex relations between them, using deep semantic parsing and linguistic
frames, and subsequently converts them into respective OWL graphs. The translation follows
a neo-Davidsonian representation style, where frames are represented as reified objects,
connected to each of their participants by means of properties that reflect the semantic roles
of the participants, using, among others, the VerbNet2 and FrameNet3 semantic role
1

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html
http://verbs.colorado.edu/
3 https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
2
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repositories. To this end, SPARQL-like rules are used to refactor the linguistically grounded
representations (“mention layer”) to respective knowledge assertions (“instance layer”), while
post-processing is applied to materialise implicit knowledge and compact redundant
structures. The uniform treatment of the various frame categories can result however in
counterintuitive representations (e.g. introducing instances of two distinct classes for the
same real-world entity); moreover, the alignment with foundational ontologies is not
considered.
FRED (Presutti et al. 2012) combines Discourse Representation Theory, linguistic frames, and
ontology design patterns, to produce RDF/OWL ontologies and linked data from text. Deep
semantic parsing is used to capture entities and the relations between them as DRS structures.
Semantic role labelling is performed using VerbNet and FrameNet roles. What distinguishes
FRED from other approaches and renders it as the work that is most relevant to our pursuits,
is that it maximises modelling choices in accordance to Semantic Web principles and grounds
the transformation and re-engineering of DRS structures to RDF/OWL graphs on the event and
situation semantics as defined in DOLCE+DnS Ultra Lite, modelling semantic roles as object
properties. Certain features, including the mostly verbal coverage of events and the
introduction of periphrastic properties, impact the completeness and transparent semantics
of the resulting graphs.
Summing up, in the lack of principled paradigms for formalising NL expressions and given the
non-trivial choices involved, the relevant works afford varying degrees of expressivity in line
with the considered application contexts.

2.2 Ontology-based Question Answering
As the amount of structured knowledge made available in the Linked Data cloud and in
proprietary knowledge bases keeps growing, so does the pursuit for effective accessing and
querying paradigms. Within this endeavour, recent years have witnessed important advances
in natural language interfaces (NLIs) and Question Answering (QA) systems for structured data
that allow users to express their information needs in an intuitive manner, while hiding the
complexity of formal knowledge representation and query languages (Fernández et al. 2011).
The key challenge in these efforts is to bridge the gap between the way users communicate
with the system and the way domain knowledge is captured, and more specifically to translate
the questions expressed in natural language into structured queries, such as SPARQL, so that
pertinent answers can be retrieved from the underlying knowledge bases. This usually
involves the translation of the natural language questions into semantically enriched
structures that capture the meaning of requests, and the formulation of pertinent queries in
accordance with the conceptualisation of the underlying structured data sources.
Most of the existing approaches provide support only for factoid queries, including predicative
(e.g. Who is the daughter of Robert Kennedy married to?), list (e.g. Give me all cities in
Germany.) and yes/no (e.g. Is Woody Allen an actor?) ones, translating the natural language
questions into triple-based representations; corresponding SPARQL queries are subsequently
constructed, relying on some notion of similarity. As such, the answers correspond to plain
query variable bindings, and the focus is primarily directed to the two key pertinent challenges
(Unger et al. 2014), namely how to overcome the conceptual mismatch between the triplebased question representations and the underlying knowledge model (e.g. matching the have
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𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 in 〈𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑎, ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒〉 with the 𝑑𝑏𝑜: 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 and
how to cope with lexical ambiguities.
Confronting these two challenges is clearly fundamental for affording intuitive access to the
growing amount of structured knowledge made available (e.g. DBpedia, YAGO); yet, it leaves
open question answering over more conceptually demanding domains, such as habits and
daily routines profiling, that inherently involve complex relational contexts that go beyond
(chains of) binary associations and abide instead to ontology patterns design principles
(Gangemi 2005). Although different ODPs endorse different levels of generality (de Almeida
Falbo et al. 2013), they usually describe abstract roles and relationships so that each pattern
can be applied in a wide variety of situations. This level of generalization fosters reusability
and extensibility, but imposes certain challenges both in the formalisation of the natural
language questions and in the subsequent content matching and retrieval. For example, the
annotation or encapsulation of domain knowledge within rich n-ary relations requires contextdriven knowledge extraction solutions, beyond simple queries that are formulated based on
one-to-one entity and relation mappings.
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature that address QA over Semantic Web
knowledge bases (Cimiano et al. 2011). Most of them focus on the generation of one or more
SPARQL queries through the interpretation of the semantic structure of the user questions,
while others opt for graph-based approaches to mitigate the rigidness often entailed in
formulating appropriate SPARQL queries.
PowerAqua (Lopez et al. 2012) allows users to choose an ontology and pose queries relevant
to this ontology vocabulary. The results of language analysis are serialised into triples, which
are further annotated with ontology resources. Finally, the triples are translated into logical
queries that retrieve answers from the underlying knowledge sources. NLP-Reduce (Kaufmann
et al. 2007) processes queries as bags of words, employing stemming and synonym expansion.
It attempts to match the parsed question words to the synonym-enhanced triples stored in
the lexicon generated from a KB and expanded with WordNet synonyms, generating SPARQL
statements for those matches. FREyA (Damljanovic et al. 2011) is an interactive Natural
Language Interface for querying ontologies, which combines syntactic parsing with the
ontology-based lookup in an attempt to precisely answer questions. If the system fails to
automatically generate the answer, suggestions are shown to the user found through ontology
reasoning. The system then learns from user selections, and improves its performance over
time. Other relevant approaches include (Unger et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2015; Usbeck et al.
2015) for SPARQL generation based on templates or query patterns, (Amsterdamer et al.
2015) for retrieving individual and generic knowledge using the structured query language
OASSIS-QL and (Shekarpour et al. 2011) for keyword-driven SPARQL generation. A domainrestricted QA framework is presented in (Frank et al. 2007) that is based on fixed QA topics
associated with predefined SPARQL queries. Learning and scoring heuristics for filtering out
redundant queries are common practices to cope with mismatches between the structure of
questions and background knowledge.
As far as graph-driven approaches that reduce QA to subgraph matching problem are
concerned, a recent example is the graph-traversal based approach presented in (Zhu et al.
2016) which is based on topological patterns and similarity metrics between predicate labels
and entities. In a similar manner, (Zou et al. 2014) computes the semantic similarity of
matching vertices and edges between the subgraph and the query graph. This approach is
Page 12
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Figure 2 Participation pattern in Event-Model-F

further supported by an offline process, where a graph mining algorithm maps natural
language phrases to top-k possible predicates in a RDF dataset, forming a paraphrase
dictionary that is used for question understanding. In (Freitas et al. 2013), after parsing the NL
query, the algorithm outputs a list of ranked triple paths following from a pivot entity to the
final resource representing the answer, ranked by the average of the relatedness scores in the
path. A similar approach is followed in (Aggarwal & Buitelaar 2012).
Summing up, the focus has been on simple, factoid questions, where the NL inputs comprise
primarily light linguistic constructions and the answers target respective bindings on (chains
of) binary properties. Much the same applies to current evaluation methods, such as the
Question Answering over Linked Data (QALD) benchmark initiatives (Lopez et al. 2013), where
comparatively few, complex NL questions are included and evaluation is performed on linked
data sets with simple conceptual models on highly interlinked resources, assuming that
answers are explicitly represented in the KB, possibly following a different terminology.
We argue that question answering over conceptually rich KBs (e.g. proprietary models for
maintaining care recipients knowledge in clinical institutions and organisations) poses
additional challenges, as it requires support for both complex NL questions that involve rich
relational contexts, and for flexible, context-aware question interpretation and answering
paradigms. Consider as an example, the Event-Model-F (Scherp et al. 2009) patterns. They
extend DOLCE-DnS Ultralite and provide conceptual models for representing contextual
knowledge about events, such as the participating entities (see Figure 2), as well as causal,
correlative and mereological relations between events. Specialising the reified n-ary relational
context semantics of DnS, the resulting event descriptions comprise highly axiomatised and
rich structures, whose effective querying relies on coping with NL questions that allow
capturing complex relations between entities and their respective roles.
Moreover, the additional annotation layer embodies, and consequently hides, direct
contextual links among resources (e.g. between participants and events) hindering the
automated generation of effective query patterns and bindings, unless the structure and
axiomatisation of the patterns is taken into account following domain-specific solutions, as in
(Frank et al. 2007; Cimiano et al. 2007). The above shortcoming is evident even in conceptually
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simpler KBs. For instance, the Web of Know-How dataset4 (Pareti et al. 2014) contains
activities and instructions collected from WikiHow and Snapguide. Although the vocabulary
used to represent this knowledge is relatively simple (PROHOW5), the generated instantiations
encapsulate rich axiomatisation. Figure 3 presents an example instantiation for capturing
information about a recipe, which can be easily reused in our domain to model the way
individuals perform certain activities. In this example, there is a conceptual gap between the
semantics and structure of the questions (i.e. how to make pancakes) and the way information
is captured in the dataset. In such cases, domain knowledge is needed to further drive the
generation of (possibly) multiple queries to extract the required information from the
patterns.
In order to address the challenges of extracting context from conceptually rich KBs, KI builds
upon and extends relevant paradigms in frame-based knowledge extraction from text and
graph-driven query matching, explicitly addressing QA over pattern-based KBs. For capturing
the NL questions semantics, we adhere to ontology design patterns principles, but advance
related works by opting for reified event and situation representations that extend the DnS
pattern and take into account the ontological types of the frames (Section 3.1.1). For query
interpretation, we have been inspired by the graph traversal paradigm, which we endowed
with context-awareness, so that, given a set of query concepts and entities, we can assign
context connections, i.e. links among groups of KB triples that satisfy the question (Section
4.2.1). Our aim is to decouple graph expansion from predicate ranking, since in pattern-based

Figure 3 Example instantiation of PROHOW
4
5

https://datahub.io/dataset/human-activities-and-instructions
http://paolopareti.uk/prohow/vocab.php
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modelling, additional layers of axiomatisation are introduced that encapsulate conceptual
dependencies and links among resources. These dependencies are usually not relevant to the
structure and semantics of questions and thus, cannot be discovered by graph expansion
approaches that are based on predicate ranking.

2.3 Ontology-based Conversational Awareness and Fusion
A key prerequisite in spoken interfaces is to afford effective strategies for ensuring meaningful
and coherent interactions with end users, hiding the complexity of knowledge representation
and query languages. Out of the numerous domains of interest, conversational assistance in
healthcare is a notable case where natural language interfaces provide unique solutions to
patients and medical experts (Bjoernes et al. 2012; Dirmaier et al. 2013). For example, the
KRISTINA dialogue-based agent can act as an elderly's personal assistant, providing
information about basic care and healthcare. On the other hand, medical experts can retrieve
valuable information about the patient in cases where there are, for example, communication
barriers (e.g. lack of language skills) or uncontrolled user behaviour (e.g. memory loss due to
severe dementia).
In parallel, the demand for context-aware user task support has proliferated in the recent
years across a multitude of application domains, ranging from healthcare and smart spaces to
transportation and energy control. A key challenge in such applications is to abstract and fuse
the captured context in order to elicit an adequate understanding of user actions (Bettini et
al. 2010). In healthcare, for example, wearable and ambient sensors, coupled with profile
information and clinical knowledge can be used to improve the quality of life of care recipients
and provide useful insights to clinical experts for personalized interventions and care solutions
(Solanas et al. 2014).
Multimodal dialogue-based systems have emerged out of the need to overcome the
limitations of dialogue systems that use speech as the only communication means. In such
environments, information is typically collected from multiple sources and modalities, such as
multimedia streams (e.g. using video analysis for posture and facial expression recognition),
lifestyle and environmental sensors (Lahat et al. 2015). The idea is that, although each
modality is informative on specific aspects of interest, the individual pieces of information are
not capable of delineating complex interpretations. On the other hand, combined pieces of
information can plausibly describe the semantics of context, facilitating intelligent
conversational awareness. Therefore, multimodal dialogue-based systems need to effectively
fuse communication modalities, e.g. deictic gestures and spoken utterances, to better
understand and interpret the conversational semantics and achieve context awareness
towards satisfying the information needs of the user.
Given the inherent requirement in multimodal environments to aggregate low-level
information and integrate domain knowledge, it comes as no surprise that Semantic Web
technologies have been acknowledged as affording a number of highly desirable features.
More precisely, the OWL 2 ontology language (Grau et al. 2008) has been extensively used
for capturing context elements (e.g. profiles, events, activities, locations, postures and
emotions) and their pertinent relations, mapping observations and domain knowledge to class
and property assertions in the Description Logics (DL) (Baader et al. 2003) theory, fostering
integration of information at various levels of abstraction and completeness (Kokar et al.
2009). For example, BeAware! (Baumgartner et al. 2010) provides a framework for context
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awareness in road traffic management; (Wongpatikaseree et al. 2012) proposes an ontologybased framework for context-aware activity recognition in smart homes. Key challenges and
opportunities in applying Semantic Web technologies in context-aware applications are
discussed in (Ye et al. 2015).
In the domain of natural language interfaces and dialogue-based systems (Ngaini et al. 2014),
ontologies such as WordNet and BabelNet provide the vocabulary and semantics for content
disambiguation (Damljanović et al. 2013; Denaux et al. 2013). Ontologies have been also used
in NLP information extraction contexts for coreference resolution (Sleeman & Finin 2013;
Prokofyev et al. 2015). In multimodal fusion, ontologies are used to fuse multi-level contextual
information (Dourlens et al. 2013); for example, (Perperis et al. 2011) presents a framework
for coupling audio-visual cues with multimedia ontologies. Relevant approaches are also
described in (Atrey et al. 2010) for various multimedia analysis tasks. SmartKom (Wahlster
2006) partially uses ontologies to fuse information in multimodal dialogue systems, combining
speech, gesture and facial expressions.
In Section 4.1 we describe an ontology-based framework for conversational awareness and
understanding in multimodal natural language interfaces. The framework allows the semantic
enrichment and fusion of verbal and non-verbal information coming from multiple devices
and acquisition methods, e.g. from multimedia analysis, following a knowledge-driven
methodology for observation aggregation, linking and situation interpretation. We use OWL 2
ontologies for modelling context types and their relationships in terms of DL concept class
constructors. However, we argue that the constructors provided by DL, and hence by OWL 2,
are sometimes inadequate to facilitate effective multimodal fusion. Certain modelling and
reasoning limitations, such as the tree-model property mentioned above or the lack of
temporal reasoning, render OWL 2 insufficient to address practical fusion requirements. KI
leverages OWL 2 limited expressivity through an intelligent, multi-tier hybrid scheme of DL
reasoning that follows a context-aware fusion and interpretation solution along with the use
of SPARQL CONSTRUCT graph patterns as the underlying rule language of the framework.
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3 REPRESENTATION LAYER
In line with the representation requirements of KRISTINA, a number of ontologies have been
developed to support knowledge integration, reasoning and fusion, coupling information
distilled from the interaction with the user with domain and background information. These
include ontologies to capture:





The content of the conversation coming from the verbal and non-verbal
communication of users with the system.
User profile information, e.g. preferences, habits, diseases, etc.
Domain knowledge capturing system behaviour, such as response types and feedback
messages
The semantic relationships and dependencies among the various contextual aspects
and domain topics, describing the way information should be integrated, fused and
interpreted to provide meaningful responses.

In the following sections, the specifics of the engineered models are presented. In particular,
Section 3.1.1 focuses on the vocabularies used to capture language analysis (verbal) results.
Section 3.1.2 presents the models to represent non-verbal information, such as gestures and
facial expressions. Section 3.1.3 elaborates on the supported high-level user models that are
used to capture information about habits, preferences, etc. Section 3.1.4 describes the
ontologies we use to wrap KI responses. Section 3.1.5 presents the pattern that provides the
core vocabulary to define dependencies among low-level observations and high-level
conceptualisations, fuelling topic understanding and fusion. Finally, section 3.2 briefly
describes the approaches that are followed to populate the ontologies with data.

3.1 Ontologies
3.1.1 Verbal Information
The linguistic frame-based representations are extracted from the NL user inputs in WP3 (for
more details on the technical aspects of the approach, please see D3.2 and the Appendix; the
final implementation will be reported in D3.3, due M32) using the TALN frame semantics
parser6. User inputs are first encoded as semantic predicate-argument structures that abstract
away from syntactic variations and language-specific grammatical idiosyncrasies by graph
transducers (Ballesteros et al. 2015) that enable to incrementally abstract from surfacesyntactic dependencies to deep-syntactic ones, and eventually to semantic ones. Next,
generating SemLink7 mappings between frame resources, the previously extracted predicateargument structures are enriched with frame and frame element annotations. In addition,
Babelfy (Moro et al. 2014) is used for entity linking and word sense disambiguation against
BabelNet8, a multilingual semantic network that integrates several knowledge resources
including WordNet and Wikipedia.
The frame-based representations extracted during the linguistic analysis step abstract the NL
user inputs with respect to conceptual structures (frames) that describe particular types of
6

https://github.com/talnsoftware/FrameSemantics_parser
https://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/
8 http://babelnet.org/
7
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situations, objects, or events along with their participants (frame element fillers) and their
roles (frame elements). For example, the 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦_ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 frame describes a cooking situation
involving, among others, a 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑘, some 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑑 and a 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡; the roles of the
involved participants, i.e. cook, food and heating instrument, comprise the frame elements
(FEs) of the frame, while words that evoke it, such as fry, bake, boil, and broil, its lexical units
(LUs) (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016).
Inspired by (Gangemi 2010) that explicates frame semantics in view of the Descriptions and
Situations ontology pattern, we opt for a reified representation of the n-ary conceptual
structures denoted by frames, interpreting frames as 𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, frame elements as
𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑠, and the extracted frame occurrences as 𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠. This view is in line
with FrameNet's intended semantics according to which “Frames describe classes of
situations, the semantics of LUs are subclasses of the Frames, and (...) FEs are classes that are
arguments of the Frame classes”, where the term “Frame Element” has two meanings, namely
“the relation itself, and the filler of the relation.” (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016). However, the
conceptual disparities between the linguistic considerations underpinning Frame-Net's
intended semantics and knowledge engineering practices require a certain extent of reengineering in order to obtain well-defined ontological representations.

Figure 4 Frame situation ontology

Towards this end, we adopted a refined interpretation that takes into account the ontological
type of the considered frames. Currently, we distinguish between frames that denote eventcentric situations (e.g. 𝐼𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔), attributive ones (e.g. 𝐴𝑔𝑒, 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠,
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒), and frames that relate to objects (e.g. 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡, 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑑). As shown in
Figure 4, the FrameSituation ontology comprises the following core classes:


FrameSituation. It captures relational contexts on a set of entities, i.e. events and
situations describing n-ary relations between entities (i.e., frame participants).
 FrameDescription. It encapsulates the frame-based descriptive contexts (i.e.
conceptualisation) that define the interrelations (semantic roles) of the set of participating
entities.
 FrameElement. It serves as a superclass for the concepts used to classify the entities
specified by frame descriptions, by means of their semantic roles (e.g. Agent, Theme, etc.).
Abstracting away from the specifics and premises underlying the various predicate-argument
linguistic vocabularies (namely PropBank, VerbNet, FrameNet (Giuglea & Moschitti 2004)), in
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its current implementation the FrameSituation ontology core classes specialisations draw
upon a generic set of semantic roles that aims to mediate the different semantic role
definitions across the various linguistic resources; along the same lines, the recognised frames
(i.e. events and situations) are primarily grounded based on their BabelNet synsets. This allows
for greater flexibility when it comes to mapping to the reference domain ontologies; in
parallel, the preservation of the associations with the underpinning linguistic predicative
resources ensure the availability of the information needed for linguistic generation. At the
time of reporting, the set of the defined semantic role properties include Agent, Patient,
Theme, Location, TemporalAttribute (with respective specialisations for start/end time and
duration), TemporalRelation (with respective specialisations for capturing ordered and
overlapping intervals) and Frequency; a first comparative evaluation with prominent state-ofthe-art approaches, namely FRED and PIKES was reported in D8.5.
In the upcoming deliverables D3.3 (M32), which will report, among others, on the final version
of multilingual text analysis, and D8.9, which will present the final system evaluation, the
building premises, modelling choices and comparative analysis of the fully laid-out definitions
will be explicated.
3.1.2 Non-verbal Modalities
The user communication with KRISTINA includes a number of non-verbal aspects, such as
emotions, gestures and facial expressions. This information needs to be captured and
intelligently fused and mapped to ontological concepts in order to support conversational
awareness and help the system acquire a better understanding of the information needs and
situation of the user (see section 4.1). Table 1 presents the types of facial expressions and
gestures that are supported.
Table 1 Types of facial expressions and gestures available for fusion
Facial Expressions
Happy
Sad
Fearful
Angry
Surprised
Disgusted
Happily surprised
Fearfully angry
Fearfully surprised
Angrily disgusted
Disgustedly surprised

Gestures
Moving (L/R) hand up quickly, slowly, normally
Moving (L/R) hand down quickly, slowly, normally
Moving (L/R) hand left quickly, slowly, normally
Moving (L/R) hand right quickly, slowly, normally
Hand (L/R) is stationary
Moving (L/R) hand diagonally (direction) quickly, slowly, normally
Measurement of normalized activity between 0 and 1
Head nod up down
Head nod left right
Pointing direction estimate for both hands
Estimate of body parts that are pointed towards
Distance to body parts (head, torso upper left, torso upper right,
torso lower left, torso lower right, left/right shoulder, left/right
elbow, left/right hand)

A number of ontologies have been developed to capture the non-verbal information that
becomes available through the analysis modules of WP4. Figure 5 presents an excerpt of the
vocabulary that is used to model body parts, pointing gestures and facial expressions. It should
be noted that facial expressions are directly mapped to emotions, based on the relevant
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Figure 5 Excerpts of upper-level ontologies that capture information about gestures, facial
expressions and emotions. Facial expression are directly mapped on emotions, according to the
assigned classification labels provided by WP4.

classifications that are provided by analysis modules in WP3. Whenever possible, the
ontologies have been aligned with existing ontologies, such as the SUMO ontology9 module
and the Emotion Ontology10.
The ontology provides the core vocabulary and basic relationships to capture atomic
information that can lead to the derivation of information pertinent to the high-level
interpretation requirements. As we describe in Sections 3.1.5 and 4.1, these atomic concepts
participate in complex class descriptions that enable to fuse verbal and non-verbal
information, coupling conversational semantics with deictic gestures and recognised body
parts to compile respective feedback to the DM. For example, a hand gesture to the head can
be captured using the ontology vocabulary as:
:g1 a :HandGesture;
:pointsTo [rdf:type :Head] ;
:atTime [...] .

3.1.3 User Profiles and Behaviour Aspects
As described in D5.2, in order to achieve in KRISTINA a well-defined description of behavioural
aspects and a better degree of knowledge sharing, reuse and interoperability, a pattern-based
approach has been followed for capturing user models, capitalising on specialised

9

http://www.adampease.org/OP/SUMO.owl
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/MFOEM.owl

10
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Figure 6 Core behaviour pattern

instantiations of the descriptions and situations (DnS (Gangemi & Mika 2003)) ontology
pattern that is part of DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (Figure 6).
The aim of the proposed pattern is to formally capture behavioural meta-knowledge, that is,
the structural notions of events, preferences, habits (e.g. the frequency or duration of certain
activities), their relations to domain entities and contexts (e.g. events involved), as well as to
define operators among them, e.g. temporal or spatial. Towards this end, the ontology makes
use of the meta-modelling capabilities of OWL 2, namely punning that allows treating domain
concepts as instances, allowing property assertions to be made among domain concepts. In
this way, the proposed patterns enable to formally represent contextualised views on complex
situations, and afford reusable pieces of knowledge that cannot otherwise be directly
expressed by the standard ontology semantics, e.g. temporal correlations among activities
that are not connected in a tree-like manner (Motik et al. 2008).
Since the first prototype, the user models have been extended and additional high-level user
patterns have been defined to capture new behavioural aspects and user preferences, e.g.
diet restrictions, enriching the profile information that can be managed by the KB and the
agent. Figure 7 depicts the instantiation of the DnS pattern to capture the coffee drinking
preferences of Ann. More precisely, the instantiation of DnS in DUL involves the definition of
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 instances. The latter 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 one or more 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑠 that may
further 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑦 entities, describing in that way the context of a given situation of interest.
That said, the preference pattern of the example defines the 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 situation

Figure 7 Coffee drinking pattern in KRISTINA’s user model
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Figure 8 Instantiation of the KRISTINA user model to capture disease information

(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ⊑ 𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) and two domain concepts (𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 and 𝐼𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡) for
the classification of DUL entities that are involved in this pattern, i.e. 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 and 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑘. The
𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 is reused to classify the 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘 event/class11 and the 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 concept to
designate the frequency.
In addition, following the conceptual example of Event-Model-F (Scherp et al. 2009), the
situation instance is further associated through 𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹𝑜𝑟 property assertions with
the entities that are classified by concepts. Instead of manually defining such relations, the
preference pattern uses the property chain axiom:
𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑠 ∘ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 ∘ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠 ⊑ 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹𝑜𝑟
Apart from describing preferences and habits, the updated version of user models also
supports the modelling of diseases and problems of users. According to the updated use cases,
KRISTINA should be able to provide information about, for example, sleep problems that
people might have or diseases, such as dementia. Figure 8 presents the instantiation of the
KRISTINA user model to capture the fact that Stefan has dementia and Figure 9 describes the
fact that Stefan needs assistance to go to the toilet. The current KB contains user information
about: activities before sleep, favourite board games, sleep time, activities after watching TV,
sleep duration, eating habits, wakeup time, allergies, wakeup frequency during night,
favourite food, toilet frequency during night, diseases, sleep problems, and others. More
patterns are foreseen for the final system, which can be easily defined on top of the core
pattern described in Figure 6.
3.1.4 Response Model
KI interacts closely with the DM, feeding it with reasoning and interpretation results pertinent
to the ongoing interaction with the user. The first version of the framework supported only
direct responses, i.e. information that is returned as a direct answer to a particular question.
Towards the final system, DM has extended its functionality to also support proactiveness and

11

In DUL, the dul:EventType concept classifies dul:Event instances. In this example though, we use a class (Drink), which
conforms to the OWL 2 DL semantics (punning, (Jekjantuk et al. 2010)).
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Figure 9 KRISTINA user model capturing the fact that Stefan needs assistance to go to the toilet.

verbosity. Through proactiveness, DM can further drive the interaction with the user by
suggesting possible topics of discussion, taking into account the information needs of the user.
For example, the user may ask about sleep problems of the care recipient. Apart from a direct
response to this question, DM can also inform the user that the system is able to provide
information about sleep duration or sleep onset time, or provide tips on sleep hygiene.
Verbosity is used to provide richer responses to the user by combining two or more responses
with similar content. For example, the user may ask KRISTINA what time the care recipient
usually goes to bed. In this case, apart from the direct response to the question, the system
can also combine additional information relevant to the discussed topic, for example: “He
usually goes to bed at 20:00 and wakes up around 07:00”. More details about the reasoning
tasks involved are described in Section 4.2.3.
In order to support the new functionality of DM, the structure and semantics of the response
messages have been extended to adequate capture the interpretation results of the
underlying reasoning module. As described in Section 4.2.3, the reasoning module has been
enriched with proactiveness in suggesting relevant topics for discussion, according to the
initial question of the users. It also supports the extraction of partially matched responses
relevant to question of the user to enable verbosity.
The upper-level response ontology is depicted in Figure 10. A response actually consists of a
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟 that contains one or more responses specified through
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 property assertions. Each response is associated with the pertinent topic
and a timestamp through 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 and 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝 property assertions. The
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟 is defined as:
ResponseContainer SubClassOf
responses:containsResponse only responses:Response and
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Figure 10 Upper-level response ontology of KRISTINA
responses:conversationalContext only topic:Context and
responses:timestamp only xsd:dateTime

As depicted in Figure 10, there are different types of responses. For example,
𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 are used to capture answers to "yes/no" questions, 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 are
used to return a URL as a response, 𝑊𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 are used to return information about
the weather, etc. 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 and 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 responses are used to annotate the KI answers
that should be handled differently by the DM. The 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 class is defined as:
Response SubClassOf
responses:rdf only rdf:Statement and
responses:text only xsd:string and
responses:plausibility only xsd:double

In case of answers that contain information from the KB, the respective triples are reified and
added to the 𝑟𝑑𝑓 property. In case of textual responses, e.g. results extracted from the Web,
we use the 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 property to store the returned segment. Finally, the 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 property is
used to define the degree of confidence of the response.
3.1.5 Upper-level Context Model
So far, we have described the ontologies we use to capture information about individual
aspects of user communication with the KRISTINA agent, such as objects and events
recognised in utterances, gestures, facial expressions etc. All this information is mapped on
domain entities to enable the derivation of contextual descriptors that best satisfy and
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interpret the context. In order to define these contextual descriptions, i.e. the models that
describe the way individual pieces of information can be combined to derive an understanding
of the situation, we have developed an upper-level ontology that can be further extended to
capture topics and domain semantics through complex class descriptions, according to the
requirements.
We use the term observation to abstractly refer to the root of the context type hierarchy.
Figure 11 depicts the lightweight vocabulary for modelling context types. The ontology
extends the 𝑙𝑒𝑜: 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 concept of LODE (Shaw et al. 2009) to benefit from existing
vocabularies to describe events and observations. Property assertions about the temporal
extension of the observations and the agent (actor) are allowed, reusing core properties of

Figure 11 Upper-level domain and context structures

LODE. Figure 11 also depicts the relationship between the upper-level domain and context
models. More precisely, the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 class is provided that allows one or more 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠
property assertions referring to observations. In terms of DL semantics, the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 class is
defined as:
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
classifying instances with 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠 property assertions in 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡. As we describe in Section
4, the adaptation of the framework with respect to the use cases involves the extension of the
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 concept, specifying the observation types that designate complex situations of
interest that need to be recognized. Intuitively, instances of the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 concept define set
of observations, designating the current context that needs to be classified and interpreted.

3.2 Ontology Population
In Section 3.1 we presented the semantics of the ontologies we use to capture various types
of information at different levels of abstraction. In this section we describe the different
approaches through which the interpretation layer is populated with information.
3.2.1 Verbal and Non-verbal Data
In a typical conversation scenario, the verbal and non-verbal analysis results are propagated
to the KI through the DM. In order to ensure that high-volume streams of events can be
processed by KI, events are temporarily aggregated before reaching KI (in WP3), reducing the
volumes into combined views in the form of single start and end events. The incoming events
are stored in the KB and are semantically correlated and aggregated with language analysis
results in order to update the current conversational context.
The non-verbal events are coming in the form of JSON arrays with the following structure:
{
"events": [
{
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"id": "integer",
"type": "string",
"start": "timestamp",
"end": "timestamp",
"user": "string"
"attributes pertinent to the event"
}, ...
]
}

where for each event, the 𝑖𝑑, 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑒𝑛𝑑 time attributes are provided. The
𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 values correspond to the ontology concepts defined for the non-verbal results (see
Section 3.1.2). Apart from the standard attributes, there are also dynamic attributes that are
injected, based on the event attribute. For example, a 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐺𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 event also contains the
“𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑜” attribute to denote the body part where the gesture points.
The population of the non-verbal ontologies involves the direct mapping of the incoming
events to the RDF structures maintained in the KB. For example, consider the following
incoming event that describes the fact that the user points to his head during a single
interaction with the system:
{
"events": [
{
"id": event1,
"type": "HandGesture",
"pointsTo": "Head",
"start": "2017-07-01T13:25:12",
"end": "2017-07-01T13:26:54",
"user": "Stefan",
}
]
}

Before inserting this information into the KB to build the current context, a mapping
procedure takes place to lift the incoming structure to valid RDF/OWL schema. The mapping
to RDF structures is straightforward:
:event1 a :HandGesture;
:start “2017-07-01T13:25:12”;
:end “2017-07-01T13:26:54”;
:pointTo :Head;
:user :Stefan .

Since KI supports native OWL 2 reasoning, the population of the KB also triggers the reasoning
procedure in order to derive additional (implicit) information from the asserted data. As such,
assuming that the KB contains an axiom to further interpret gestures, such as the following
one (see Section 4.1.1):
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≡ 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐺𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 ⊓ ∃𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑜. 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑
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KI abstracts the incoming information into a 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐e that can be further used for
conversational awareness, e.g. for fusing it with a verbal event, as described in Section 4.1.
The verbal input is captured following the ontological vocabulary presented in Section 3.1.1.
It should be noted here that the verbal input provided to KI is already in an ontology-based
format, in contrast to non-verbal information that follows the JSON syntax and the translation
to RDF structures is done by KI.
3.2.2 User Profiles
One of the core knowledge representation capabilities supported by KI is the formal
representation of profile information, such as habits, preferences, etc. In order to ease the
definition of such information, a Web-based form has been developed to graphically guide the
initialisation of the KB with user profile information. The current version of the form allows
the management of information relevant to:








Personal details: name, location, birthdate, gender
Height and weight (used to answer questions relevant to body mass index)
Interests (sports, politics, etc.)
Diseases (dementia, diabetes, etc.)
Sleeping habits (sleep time and duration, preferences before sleep, etc.)
Eating routine (favourite dish, allergies, etc.)
Child details, namely age, weight, height (used to answer questions relevant to baby
care, including vaccination, child development, etc.)

A screenshot from the Web interface is presented in Figure 12.
3.2.3 Responses and Context
Finally, KB is populated with responses generated by KI, as well as with contextual information.
Regarding response population, this is part of the KI reasoning process and no separate
mapping is involved. The context extracted from the KB is directly wrapped to appropriate
response types, according to the encapsulated semantics. The wrapping is based on
reification: each triple of the response is represented as an 𝑟𝑑𝑓: 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, using the
𝑟𝑑𝑓: 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑟𝑑𝑓: 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 and 𝑟𝑑𝑓: 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 meta properties of RDF. For example, a
context instance that classifies a sleep instance is captured as:
<http://temp#qd804n8v8bgu8knqlifoqlio2v> a rdf:Statement ;
rdf:object ex:sleep1 ;
rdf:predicate dul:classifies> ;
rdf:subject ex:context1> .

All statements are then associated with the response through 𝑟𝑑𝑓 property assertions, as
depicted in Figure 21 and Figure 22 in Section 4.2.3.
As far as context information is concerned, there no direct mapping procedure, since context
information is inferred based on the events/observations inserted into the KB and the
semantics of the ontologies.
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Figure 12 Screenshot from the User Management interface of KRISTINA
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4 INTERPRETATION LAYER
In Section 3 we presented the ontologies we use to model different aspects of user behaviour
and interaction with the system. They provide the knowledge structures needed to capture
the semantics and structure of the various modalities, as well as the semantics of the domain
model that drives the interpretation task.
The interpretation task employs OWL 2 DL reasoning services and custom rules to combine
the available input and generate additional inferences. The task's objective is twofold: 1) to
achieve conversational awareness, by formally defining the structural and semantic
relationships of supported conversation topics; 2) to support advanced reasoning and
question answering to match user questions against KB structures, extracting rich contextual
information and responses to fuel DM logic and Language Generation (LG).
This deliverable describes extensions made on the first version of the interpretation tasks
described in D5.2 and D5.3 in the following directions:




High-level fusion: The core infrastructure of the multimodal high-level fusion has been
developed (Section 4.1), enriching the agent with real time conversational awareness,
interpretation and context ingestion capabilities. This module interacts with the
outcomes of T2.3, capitalising on and reusing the modelling and reasoning
infrastructure developed within WP5.
Question answering and context extraction: A new flexible context extraction
algorithm has been developed (Section 4.2.1) that employs semantic similarity metrics
and graph expansion techniques to match user questions against KB structures. Also,
a new non-monotonic module has been integrated into KI that supports personalised
reasoning capabilities and generation of rich response types (Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3).
The updated reasoning module not only improves the performance of retrieving
relevant information from the KB, but also extracts rich contextual information to
address the requirements of DM (WP2) and LG (WP6).

4.1 Conversational Awareness and Fusion
In order to recognize conversational topics, a thematic ontology has been developed that
semantically associates topics with domain concepts extracted through verbal and non-verbal
information. Based on data coming from other KRISTINA modules, KI builds the ongoing
conversational context and uses an ontology reasoner (native OWL 2 DL reasoning) to
determine the topic. The topic hierarchy of the first version of the framework has been
extended with additional concepts (based on the updated ontologies presented in Section 3)
and conversational topics, supporting now 119 distinct topics. It should be noted that each
ontology topic corresponds in practice to more than one use case questions, therefore, the
overall number of the supported questions is higher. An excerpt of this ontology is depicted
in Figure 13.
The interpretation task defines the way atomic observations can lead to the derivation of highlevel interpretations. For this task, we group observations into a single 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 instance (root
of topic hierarchy), creating the current context, which is then fed into the DL reasoner for
subsumption reasoning and context classification. In principle, the current context is built
taking into account the temporal extension of observations, along with background
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Figure 13 Upper-level classes for the topic hierarchy ontology

information pertinent to the domain. For example, the topic 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 (i.e. the
conversation revolves around disease-related information for the care recipient) is defined as:
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊓ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 ⊓ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
However, apart from context classification, an important reasoning requirement in
multimodal fusion is the propagation of property fillers among incoming observations, e.g. the
injection of the body part where a deictic gesture points to, which is derived after fusion with
spoken utterances. Due to the tree-model property, DL reasoning is not able to update
property fillers for unconnected instances (observations). KI uses SPARQL CONSTRUCT graph
patterns to enrich the reasoning capabilities of the framework, implementing certain fusion
requirements, according to the entities and relations involved.

Figure 14 Skeleton of the hybrid context interpretation algorithm
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The hybrid reasoning algorithm is described in Figure 14. Assuming that 𝐺 is the RDF/OWL
graph with context observations, e.g. frames, 𝑄 is the set with all SPARQL CONSTRUCT graph
patterns, 𝑅𝐷𝐿 is the OWL 2 DL reasoning module and 𝑅𝑆𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑄𝐿 is the SPARQL query engine, the
algorithm in Figure 14 enriches 𝐺 with additional interpretations. More specifically, the
algorithm implements an iterative combination of DL reasoning and SPARQL query execution.
Initially, the DL reasoning module is used over 𝐺 for subsumption reasoning and realization
(line 2). The derivations are added back to 𝐺 that is now used as the underlying graph for the
SPARQL reasoning module. When all SPARQL queries have been executed (lines 3 to 5), a
reasoning iteration has been completed. The algorithm terminates when no SPARQL
inferences are derived after an iteration (Meditskos et al. 2017).
As described in Section 5.2.1, the native OWL 2 DL reasoning services, although able to support
advanced context aggregation and fusion capabilities, fall short to adequately addressing
missing information or noisy input. For example, a conversational topic is not detected, even
if only a single dependency is missing. As such, the algorithm strongly depends on the
performance of other KRISTINA modules, failing to provide flexible conversational awareness
and topic detection. To this end, we have extended conversational awareness with a custom
reasoning procedure, beyond native OWL 2 DL reasoning. The module has been integrated in
KI but is not part of the second system evaluation. Preliminary results are described in Section
5.2.1, while the framework will be tested and evaluated for the final system.
Let 𝑇 = {𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , … , 𝑑𝑛 } be a conversational topic and 𝑖 = {𝑖1 , 𝑖2 , … , 𝑖𝑙 } be the current context
(𝑑𝑛 and 𝑖𝑙 are ontology concepts from the domain ontology). The topic 𝑇 matches the current
context 𝑖, only if they share at least one dependency:
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑇, 𝑖) =

|𝑇 ∩ 𝑖|
|𝑇|

𝑇 ∩ 𝑖 denotes semantic set intersection and returns the semantically common elements of
the two sets, taking into account the semantics of the ontologies. If 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 0, then there are
no common concepts in the two sets. If 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 > 0, then 𝑇 contains concepts that exist in the
current context and therefore it is selected as a plausible topic. The final topic is selected by
ordering the set of the plausible topics according to their 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, taking the one with the highest
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 value. For example, assuming that 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 = {𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡} and
𝑖 = {𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒}, then 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 will be a plausible topic with 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 0.5. In that way,
we are able to detect topics and provide responses even in cases when the input coming to KI
is not complete, increasing recall.
4.1.1 Example
We describe a simulated example that involves the conversation of users with KRISTINA in
order to acquire feedback about problems they have. We describe the ontologies and rules
needed to disambiguate referring expressions, taking into account non-verbal modalities, e.g.
deictic gestures. In the simulated example, the user touches his head and says ``It hurts here!''.
By fusing pointing gestures, the agent can conclude that the user has a headache and it can
provide relevant suggestions.
Domain ontologies
It is assumed that the framework acquires contextual information about body gestures (e.g.
deictic gestures to the head) and verbal events (e.g. entities and concepts extracted through
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language analysis) through respective KRISTINA modules (Wanner et al. 2016). Figure 5 depicts
the ontology for modelling non-verbal events. The emphasis is placed on the 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐺𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
concept that allows 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑜 property assertions about the body part where the hand points
to. Additional complex concepts are defined (not visualised in Figure 5) by composing existing
contexts, for example:
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≡ 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐺𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 ⊓ ∃𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑜. 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑
As far as language analysis is concerned, the current deployment capitalizes on the results of
a frame-based formalisation of natural language utterances (Meditskos et al. 2016), using
DOLCE-DnS Ultralite patterns12. Figure 15 depicts the relevant ontology, which is a simplified
version of the core ontology presented in 3.1.1. For example, the verbal event corresponding
to the example (“It hurts here”) can be represented as:
:fs1 a :InformSpeechAct, :PerceptionBodyFrameSituation;
dul:isSettingFor :h1 .
:h1 a [:Hurt rdfs:SubClassOf dul:Event] ;
dul:hasParticipant :d1 .
:d1 a :Here ;
dul:isClassifiedBy [:bp1 a :BodyPart], [:sd1 a :SpatialDeictic] .

As illustrated, the example utterance is an 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ𝐴𝑐𝑡 about a physical experience
(i.e. a 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛), where the affected body part, i.e. the object
classified as 𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡, is not named explicitly but instead implied by a deictic referring
expression.
Topic models and fusion
As already discussed, KI needs to build the current conversational context. In our example,
whenever a 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is sent to the framework, SPARQL queries retrieve neighbouring

Figure 15 The upper level ontology for representing verbal analysis results.

12

http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/
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events that overlap a fixed time interval around it, e.g. [-2s, +2s]. The overlapped observations
form the current context, which is fed into the ontology reasoner to interpret it. The current
context is defined as
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊓ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
where 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. In order to model the situation when the user
feels pain, 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 is further specialised as:
𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡
⊓ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. (𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊓ ∃𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹𝑜𝑟. 𝐻𝑢𝑟𝑡)
According to 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 defnition, if the current context contains a 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 that
is associated with a 𝐻𝑢𝑟𝑡 conceptualisation, it is classified in the 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 class. Assuming
that 𝑓𝑠1 is part of the current context, KI interprets it as a 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 situation, since 𝑓𝑠1
satisfies the complex class description in 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 definition.
In addition, provided that the 𝐻𝑢𝑟𝑡 instantiation of the 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is also associated
with a body part, the current context can be further classified in the 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 class, defined
as:
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 ≡ 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊓ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. (𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊓ ∃𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹𝑜𝑟. (𝐻𝑢𝑟𝑡
⊓ ∃𝑖𝑠𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ. (𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 ⊓ ∃𝑖𝑠𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦. 𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡)))
As such, if the user explicitly mentions the body part, then the 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 can be
directly classified by the underlying ontology reasoner as a Headache. In our example,
however, the user does not explicitly refer to the head, but instead points to it, while using
the deictic referring expression “here”. As a result, the inferred 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 is associated
with a non-body part entity, which moreover is classified as 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑒𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐. In this case, KI
needs to take into account the fact that there is an underspecified body part in the
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 that requires additional contextual information, and in particular nonverbal one, in order to resolve the ambiguity and provide an appropriate feedback. The logic
to derive such inferences is beyond the expressivity provided by OWL 2. In this case, KI uses a
fusion rule to resolve this ambiguity. The following SPARQL rule implements the fusion of
language analysis results with hand gestures to body parts, so as to fill the missing body part
fillers.
CONSTRUCT {
?p isAssociatedWith ?bodypart.
}
WHERE {
?c a PainContext;
contains [isSettingFor ?p] .
?p a Hurt;
isAssociatedWith ?bp .
?bp a SpatialDeictic.
?c contains [a HandGesture; pointTo ?bodypart].
}

Having updated the context with the inferred body part, the DL reasoner can now classify the
current context in the 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 class, based on the 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 axiom. As such, through the
combination of the DL and SPARQL modules, KI interprets the current situation as a headache,
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propagating it to subsequent modules to retrieve suggestions and provide feedback to the
end user.

4.2 Question Answering
Having acquired an understanding of the ongoing conversation, the next step is to compile a
response and propagate it to the DM. In KRISTINA, responses are generated either directly
from the KB, or the Web search module is called to provide a response from trustworthy web
sites (suggested by the consortium's user partners, i.e. DRK, EKUT and SemFyc). The decision
is made at runtime, according to the discussion topic recognised by KI. In the rest of the
section, we describe the algorithms for extracting context from the KB (Section 4.2.1),
performing personalised reasoning and resolving conflicts (Section 4.2.2) and enriching the
responses provided to the DM with semantically relevant information (Section 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Context Extraction
Context extraction involves the semantic interpretation of the analysed user question and the
subsequent extraction, from the KB, of knowledge that satisfies the query context. In the rest
of this section, we describe the steps involved in identifying key query concepts, their mapping
on KB entities and the extraction of meaningful context from the KB that contextually answers
the initial question.
Extraction of key entities
The first step of the algorithm is to extract the key entities of question analysis. As key entities,
we define the entities that participate in DnS classification relations, since such axiomatisation
encapsulates information about the context of questions. The key entities can be
straightforwardly extracted by traversing the frame situation model, collecting the resources
classified through 𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠 property assertions. Assuming that 𝑘 is a key entity, 𝑥 is a
resource and 𝐹 is the language analysis model, the set 𝐾 with all the key entities is defined as:
𝐾 = {𝑘 |〈𝑥 𝑑𝑢𝑙: 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑘 〉, ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝐹 }
Resource identification
Having extracted the key entities 𝐾, the next step is to assign URIs to each 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾. Using
Babelfy, each classified entity is assigned to a WordNet synset. These annotations are used to
detect entities (synonyms) in the KB that will drive the resource unfolding process. Assuming
that 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑟) is the label of resource 𝑟 ∈ 𝐾𝐵, 𝑠𝑦𝑛(𝑘) is the synset of key entity 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 and 𝜎
is a similarity function, the set 𝑆(𝑘) of all the relevant resources to 𝑘 is defined as:
𝑆(𝑘) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑘∈𝐾} 𝜎(𝑘, 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑟))
The current implementation uses the UMBC Semantic Similarity Service (Han et al. 2013) for
simplicity, a ready-to-use service that calculates the semantic similarity 𝜎 between 𝑘 and
𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑟) combining Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) word similarity and WordNet knowledge.
The output of this step is the multiset 𝒮that contains the sets of all relevant resources of key
entities in 𝐾:
𝒮 = { 𝑆(𝑘) ∣ 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 }
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Resource unfolding and local context
The next step is to define the local context for each entity 𝑘 ′ ∈ 𝑆(𝑘) that captures information
relevant to the neighbouring resources (triples) of 𝑘′. Therefore, the local context is built by
taking into account all the connected triples with 𝑘′, without examining the similarity of the
predicate labels to entities and resources extracted through language analysis. This approach
ensures that the local contexts contain information that is part of the conceptual model of the
pattern, which is important since it encapsulates implicit contextual relations among key
entities and their mappings that should not be ignored. For example, the question “How to
make a pancake” does not directly entail that the predicates 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 or ℎ𝑎𝑠_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 (Figure
3) should be part of the graph expansion algorithm, unless domain knowledge is taken into
account.
Based on the mappings generated in the previous step, the local context generation task
iteratively unfolds a resource 𝑘′, traversing the KB vocabulary and collecting triples 〈𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜〉
whose subject, predicate or object is linked to 𝑘′. A threshold ℎ is used to filter out triples that
are more than ℎ property assertions away from the element. More specifically, the local
context 𝑋𝑘 ′ of resource 𝑘′ is defined as:
ℎ

𝛸𝑘 ′ = { 〈𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜〉 ∣ 𝑘 ′ → 〈𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜〉, ∀𝑘 ′ ∈ 𝑆(𝑘) },
ℎ

where 𝑘 ′ → 〈𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜〉 denotes all the triples directly or indirectly connected with 𝑘′, up to ℎ
property assertions away. Intuitively, the aim is to enrich local contexts with additional
contextual triples from the neighbourhood of key resource 𝑘 ′ ∈ 𝑆(𝑘) in the KB. By computing
the local context of each 𝑘′, we create the set 𝒳 of all the local contexts relevant to the
question, i.e. 𝒳 = { 𝑋𝑘 ′ , ∀𝑘 ′ ∈ 𝑆(𝑘) }.
Context links
Based on the local contexts 𝒳 obtained in the previous section, the next step is to define
context links. Intuitively, a context link captures a contextual dependency between two local
contexts, with respect to the contained triples. For example, if two local contexts contain
triples that share at least one common subject, predicate or object, then a contextual
dependency is detected and the two local contexts are linked. OWL schema predicates (e.g.
𝑟𝑑𝑓𝑠: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛) or classes (e.g. 𝑜𝑤𝑙: 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔) are ignored during triple resource matching, in
order not to generate generic, contextless dependencies among local contexts. More
specifically, two local contexts 𝑋𝑘 and 𝑋𝑚 are linked, denoted as 𝑋𝑘 ↦ 𝑋𝑚 , if ∃ 〈𝑠𝑎 , 𝑝𝑎 , 𝑜𝑎 〉 ∈
𝑋𝑘 , ∃ 〈𝑠𝑏 , 𝑝𝑏 , 𝑜𝑏 〉 ∈ 𝑋𝑚 , such that 𝑠𝑎 = 𝑠𝑏 ∨ 𝑠𝑎 = 𝑜𝑏 ∨ 𝑝𝑎 = 𝑝𝑏 ∨ 𝑜𝑎 = 𝑠𝑏 ∨ 𝑜𝑎 = 𝑜𝑏 .
Context ranking and responses
The final step of the algorithm is to traverse the paths defined by context links 𝑋𝑘 ↦ 𝑋𝑙 , . .. ↦
𝑋𝑛 , collecting the triples 〈 𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜 〉 of local contexts in order to generate possible contextual
responses. Intuitively, this step merges the local contexts of different key entities, capitalizing
on the contextual dependencies identified in the previous step. More specifically, a response
multiset ℛ is defined as:
ℛ = { 𝑋𝑘 ∪ 𝑋𝑙 . . .∪ 𝑋𝑛 ∣ 𝑋𝑘 ↦ 𝑋𝑙 . . . ↦ 𝑋𝑛 , ∀𝑋𝑖 ∈ 𝒳 }
Each response set 𝑅 ∈ ℛ is semantically and structurally compared to language analysis
results in order to rank them and select the most plausible context as final response to the
input question. The ranking is based on two criteria:
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semantic similarity of triple resources in 𝑅 with the key concept multiset 𝒮.
structural similarity of resource relations in 𝑅 with the relations generated through
language analysis.

More specifically, semantic similarity (𝜑) is computed taking into account the type of the
resources that participate in ABox assertions. Intuitively, the multiset 𝒮 of all key concepts
(might be ontology classes, properties or instances) that have been identified in Section
“Resource Identification” are semantically compared to resources in each 𝑅.
∑∀𝑆∈𝒮 𝑚𝑎𝑥∀𝑟∈𝑅,∀𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆 [𝛿(𝑟, 𝑘 ′ )]
𝜑(𝒮, 𝑅) =
|𝒮|
We use the 𝛿 function to compute the similarity of a key concept 𝑘′ against a resource 𝑟 of a
triple in 𝑅 as:
1,
𝑖𝑓 𝑟 ⊑ 𝑘 ′ (𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑟 ≡ 𝑘 ′ )
|𝑈(𝑟) ∩ 𝑈(𝑘 ′ )|
𝛿(𝑘 ′ , 𝑟) =
,
𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ′ ⊑ 𝑟
|𝑈(𝑟)|
{0,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
If 𝑘′ and 𝑟 are classes, then their similarity derives based on their hierarchical relationship. A
class 𝑟 exactly matches a class 𝑘′, if it is equivalent to 𝑘′ or if it a subclass of 𝑘′. On the other
hand, if 𝑘′ is subsumed by 𝑟, then 𝑟 is a more general concept than 𝑘′ and the similarity is
computed based on the rate of the superclasses of 𝑟 that are also superclasses of 𝑘′. 𝑈(𝐶) is
defined as the set of the superclasses of 𝐶, excluding 𝑜𝑤𝑙: 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔, such that 𝑈(𝐶) = {𝐴 ∣ 𝐶 ⊑
𝐴, 𝐴 ≠ ⊤}. If 𝑘′ and 𝑟 are instances (or properties), then the similarity derives based on
resource equality (≡) (property hierarchies are not taken into account).
Semantic similarity takes into account only the type of resources involved in a response,
without examining their connectivity. Structural similarity is used in order to favour responses
whose structural relations of resources better reflect the key concept relations derived
through language analysis. For example, if the key concepts 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 are
connected in the language analysis results, then responses will be preferred where the
corresponding resources are also connected (the distance between the resources is not taken
into account). More specifically, assuming that 𝐿𝐶 is the set with language analysis resource
connections [𝑟𝑎 , 𝑟𝑏 ] and 𝑅𝐶 is the set with response resource connections [𝑟1 , 𝑟2 ], their
similarity is given by the following equations.
𝛾(𝑅𝐶 , 𝐿𝐶 ) =

∑∀[𝑟1 ,𝑟2 ]∈𝑅𝐶 𝛿′([𝑟1 , 𝑟2 ] , 𝐿𝐶 )
|𝑅𝐶 |

1,
𝛿 ′ ([𝑟1 , 𝑟2 ], 𝐿𝐶 ) = {
0,

𝑖𝑓∃[𝑟1 , 𝑟2 ] ∈ 𝐿𝐶
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

The overall score of the response context 𝑅 ∈ ℛ with respect to the multiset 𝒮 with language
analysis key concepts and the set 𝐿𝐶 with language analysis resource connections is defined
as the weighted mean 𝑠𝑖𝑚 of 𝜑 and 𝛾 as:
𝑎 ⋅ 𝜑(𝑆, 𝑅) + 𝑏 ⋅ 𝛾(𝑅𝐶 , 𝐿𝐶 )
𝑎+𝑏
where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are normalized weights in [0. .1], enabling the empirical adjustment of context
ranking criteria. For example, a 𝑏 weight close to 0 indicates a relaxed policy regarding
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑅, 𝑆, 𝐿𝐶 ) =
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structural similarity, enabling the return of contextual triples that are not necessarily part of
the question. In contrast, a 𝑏 weight close to 1 reflects a more strict policy to structural
similarity, where additional contextual triples negatively affect the overall similarity.
Example
To illustrate the context extraction capabilities of the proposed framework, we use the
preference pattern of Figure 7 and the user question “How often does Ann like to drink
coffee?”.
Applying the question analysis methodology described in Section 3.1.1, the resulting user
input knowledge graph comprises information about the speech act type (i.e. request) and the
encompassed frame situation occurrences, as shown in the following Turtle extract:
:speechAct1 rdf:type RequestSpeechAct ;
dul:isSettingFor :ingestion1 ,
dul:isSettingFor :frequency1 ,
dul:satisfies :requestDesc1 .
:ingestionSit1 rdf:type IngestionSituation ;
dul:isSettingFor :coffee1 ,
dul:isSettingFor :Ann ,
dul:includesEvent :drink1 ,
dul:satisfies :ingestionDesc1 .
:ingestionDesc1 rdf:type IngestionDescription ;
dul:defines :ingestor1,
dul:defines :ingestisble1 .
:frequencySit1 rdf:type FrequencySituation ;
dul:isSettingFor :ingestionSit1 ,
dul:isSettingFor :frequency1 ,
dul:satisfies :frequencyDesc1 .
:drink1 rdf:type Drink ;
dul:classifiedBy :eventType1 .
Drink owl:equivalentClass wn30-synset%drink-verb-1 .
:coffee1 rdf:type Coffee ;
dul:classifiedBy :ingestible1

.

Coffee owl:equivalentClass wn30-synset%coffee-noun-1 .
:Ann rdf:type dul:Person ;
dul:classifiedBy :ingestor1 .
:frequency1 dul:classifiedBy :request1 .
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Regarding context extraction, the first step of the procedure is to extract the key entities
recognized through question analysis. Based on the above results, the following key entities
are extracted
𝐾 = { 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝐹 , 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘1𝐹 , 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒1𝐹 , 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦1𝐹 },
which are mapped on the following resources in the KB:
𝒮 = { 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝐾𝐵 , 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐾𝐵 , 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐾𝐵 , 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐾𝐵 }
The next step is to unfold the resources and create the local contexts. We use ℎ = 2 and we
omit the triples of local contexts, presenting only the connected node ids (illustrated in Figure
7) for presentation purposes. As such, we have the following local contexts for each mapped
resource 𝑥 ′ ∈ 𝒮:
𝑋𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝐾𝐵 = {𝑛2 , 𝑛17 , 𝑛5 , 𝑛9 , 𝑛12 , 𝑛3 }
𝑋𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐾𝐵 = {𝑛2 , 𝑛17 , 𝑛5 , 𝑛9 , 𝑛12 , 𝑛3 , 𝑛1 , 𝑛4 , 𝑛6 }
𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒

𝐾𝐵

= {𝑛7 , 𝑛2 , 𝑛17 , 𝑛5 , 𝑛9 , 𝑛12 , 𝑛3 , 𝑛1 , 𝑛8 }

𝑋𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝐾𝐵 = {𝑛3 , 𝑛15 , 𝑛14 , 𝑛3 }
All local contexts share at least one common resource. Therefore, all local contexts are
pairwise linked: $𝑋𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝐾𝐵 ↦ 𝑋𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐾𝐵 , 𝑋𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝐾𝐵 ↦ 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 , 𝑋𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝐾𝐵 ↦ 𝑋𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝐾𝐵 (and
𝐾𝐵
so on). As such, we have a response multiset 𝒮 with a single response 𝑅 ∈ 𝒮:
𝑅 = {𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑛3 , 𝑛4 , 𝑛5 , 𝑛6 , 𝑛7 , 𝑛8 , 𝑛9 , 𝑛12 , 𝑛13 , 𝑛14 , 𝑛15 , 𝑛16 , 𝑛17 }
The semantic similarity equals to 1, since all key entities are exactly matched to the resources
of the response. Regarding structural similarity, we can observe that the 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑘 resource (𝑛12 )
is also returned, which is not part of the entities detected through question analysis. This is an
example of additional contextual information that may be returned by our framework and can
be controlled through the 𝑏 weight: a high 𝑏 weight (e.g. “1”) would reduce the final similarity
of the response, penalizing the additional context that is not part of question analysis results.
As such, the framework provides a contextual response to the question, returning not just a
plain value (e.g. “2” in this example), but also the semantics of the answer, e.g. “2 times daily”,
in a formal pattern-based manner. Such pattern-based responses foster their further
processing in different application scenarios, e.g. in dialogue-based systems where agents
need to interpret responses and act accordingly, or for generating verbal responses.
4.2.2 Personalised Responses and Defeasible Reasoning
In Section 4.2.1 we described the question answering capabilities of the framework, assuming
that the answer can directly extracted from the KB, without needing to consider any additional
medical or profile-related information. However, there are cases when the answer cannot be
directly extracted from the KB, but further inferencing and knowledge coupling are needed.
Context-based reasoning and feedback
Apart from topic understanding, an important aspect of reasoning is to incorporate knowledge
in the decision making process, providing personalised feedback and suggestions to end users
according to the inferred situation. For example, the user may be detected to be sad, so the
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conversational agent needs to initiate specific dialogue acts and feedback, for example, to
suggest activities targeting at improving the mood or reducing stress.
Figure 16 depicts an excerpt of the domain ontology used to infer feedback and suggestions,
based on the emotional status of the user. For each emotional context, one or more
suggestion property assertions can be defined to associate it with feedback instances. For
example, 𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 is a subclass of 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 and it is defined in terms of the following
equivalent axiom:
𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ≡ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊓ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. 𝑆𝑎𝑑
It also defines a property restriction that specifies the type of feedback needed when this
emotional context is detected in order to improve the user's mood:
𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ⊑ ∃𝑠𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑑
For example, the fact that the user is sad constitutes contextual information coming from the
WP4 emotion recognition modules, e.g. voice analysis or facial recognition. Such information
can be modelled as an instance of 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡, which is further associated with an instance of
𝑆𝑎𝑑, capturing the current context.
:sad1 a :Sad ;
leo:atTime :t1 ;
leo:involvedAgent [a dul:Agent].
:t1 a time:TemporalEntity ;
time:hasBeginning [
a time:Instant ;
time:inXSDDateTime "2017-01-02T18:06:46"
];
time:hasEnd [
a time:Instant ;
time:inXSDDateTime "2017-01-02T18:06:51"
].
:ctx1 a :Context;
:contains :sad1 .

According to the definition of 𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, the 𝑐𝑡𝑥1 instance is classified in the 𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 context
class, which further inherits the restriction about the potential feedback that could be given
to improve the mood of the user. All three subclasses of the 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑑 concept are
retrieved, further enriching conversational awareness.
Profile-based conflict resolution
Conflict resolution aims to couple the semantics of conversational awareness with background
knowledge, such as medical and profile information, in order to acquire a better
understanding of the situation, resolve conflicts and provide plausible responses. Defeasible
reasoning is used in this case to provide a flexible conflict resolution framework, defining a
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Figure 16 Excerpt of the observation and feedback models.

non-monotonic layer on top of the available information for context-aware decision making
and knowledge aggregation.
Defeasible logics is a non-monotonic logics formalism (therefore dealing with ambiguous and
incomplete information) that delivers intuitive knowledge representation and advanced
conflict resolution mechanisms (Nute 2001). In defeasible logics there are three types of rules:
(a) Strict rules are denoted by 𝐴 → 𝑝 and are interpreted in the typical sense: whenever the
premises are indisputable, then so is the conclusion; (b) Defeasible rules are denoted by 𝐴 ⇒
𝑝 and, contrary to strict rules, they can be defeated by contrary evidence; (c) Defeaters are
denoted by 𝐴 ⇝ 𝑝 and do not actively support conclusions, but can only prevent deriving
some of them. In other words, they defeat respective defeasible conclusions.
Another important element in defeasible logics is represented by sets of conflicting literals
that declare groups of competing rule conclusions and establish conflicts between them.
Finally, superiority relationships (>) are used for resolving conflicts among defeasible rules. For
example, 𝑟1 > 𝑟2 indicates that 𝑟1 overrides 𝑟2 and the former rule's derivations prevail. In this
case rule 𝑟1 is called superior to 𝑟2 and 𝑟2 inferior to 𝑟1.
According to the conversational topic recognised, the context-aware decision making task
tries to compile a plausible response, taking into account profile and generic knowledge. For
example, instead of querying the KB about all possible causes of a user's headache, the
framework first tries to determine the most plausible cause by intelligently coupling profile
information. As such, only content relevant to the inferred cause is extracted from the KB.
In order to support this task, KI is enriched with defeasible rules that prioritize knowledge.
More precisely, each conversational topic t is associated with a defeasible rule base 𝐷𝑡 that
handles domain contextual semantics and propagates content extraction requests to question
answering services over KBs. Assuming that 𝑇 is the set of all conversational topics supported
(∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑇 ⊑ 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐), we define
∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝐷𝑡 = {𝑟𝑖 : 𝐴(𝑟𝑖 ) ↬ 𝐶(𝑟𝑖 )}
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Figure 17 Defeasible coupling of background knowledge and question answering

where 𝑟𝑖 is a unique label of the rule, 𝐴(𝑟𝑖 ) is the antecedent, 𝐶(𝑟𝑖 ) is the consequent and ↬
depends on the type of rule:
→,
⇒,
↬= {
,
↦,

𝑖𝑓 𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒
𝑖𝑓 𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒
}
𝑖𝑓 𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑖𝑓 𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒

Intuitively, the detection of topic 𝑡 triggers the inference mechanisms of the defeasible rule
base 𝐷𝑡 . Apart from the three defeasible rule types, the rule bases also contains question
answering rules, i.e. production-like rules with low salience that are triggered when decision
making is completed, propagating the derived context to the respective question answering
module for extracting relevant content from the KB. Figure 17 graphically illustrates the topiccentric stratification of knowledge.
Example
In Section 4.1.1 we described the example where the user informs the agent about having a
headache (“It hurts here", accompanied by the deictic gesture). The Dialogue Manager (DM)
collects the incoming (verbal, non-verbal) observations, which involves a hurt reference
captured by language analysis and a pointing gesture to the head, and forwards them to the
KI in order to recognise the conversational topic (𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒). In order to provide a plausible
response to this question, KI needs to integrate additional upper-level ontologies that extend
the capture topic with domain semantics through complex class descriptions. In the following,
we describe the hierarchical decomposition of contextual information into upper-level
descriptive models.
The hierarchical topic decomposition facilitates the descriptive modelling of topic-related
semantics, i.e. to model descriptive information that does not directly define the
conversational topic but provides useful information to drive the interaction with the user.
Descriptive context is modelled in terms of the 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 hierarchy, whose root
class is defined as:
𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ ∃𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
Following a similar pattern to the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 hierarchy, the descriptive context of a topic is
specified through one or more 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 property assertions about domain concepts. In that
way, topics that encapsulate additional descriptive contexts need to be defined as subclasses
of 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡. For example, the 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 described in Section 4.1.1 can be
further associated with structures denoting the intensity or the part of the body:
𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊑ 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊓ (∃𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ⊔ ∃𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡)
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Similarly, the descriptive context of headache may be associated with structures relevant to
sleep quality or coffee consumption (it depends on the deployment configuration):
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 ≡ 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊓ (∃𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠. (𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
⊔ 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
It is evident from the above that the descriptive semantics strongly depends on the domain
and the user and should be carefully defined based on the decision making capabilities.
Based on the above semantics, the conversational awareness enriches the 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 topic
with the descriptive context 𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 and 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 that feeds the conflict
resolution mechanism to determine the most appropriate response to the given input. More
specifically, the generic defeasible rule base for 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 involves the following defeasible
rules for relevant treatment recommendations:
𝑟1 : 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 ⇒ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝
𝑟2 : 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 ⇒ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒
𝑟3 : 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 ⇒ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠
Assuming that the user suffers from frequent migraines and caffeine intolerance (based on
the profile), the following personalized rules are also considered (part of the system’s initial
configuration):
𝑟4 : 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒_𝐶𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  ¬𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒
𝑟5 : 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒_𝑀𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 ⇒ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝐶 = {𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠, 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠}
𝑟5 > 𝑟3
Note that rule 𝑟4 is a defeater for expressing the exception to rule 𝑟2 , meaning that it’s used
only for retracting the latter rule’s conclusion (i.e. since the user does not drink coffee at all,
then the recommendation from rule 𝑟2 is redundant). Moreover, the conflicting literals set 𝐶
does not permit both painkiller recommendations to be derived. Since the user suffers from
frequent migraines, this requires strong painkillers and the derivation from rule 𝑟3 is defeated.
The following defeater enriches context-based reasoning by fusing sleep quality information
that overrides 𝑟1 (this information can be acquired through a clarification question):
𝑟6 : 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒, 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  ¬ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝
The rule base of the example finally recommends that the user should take strong painkillers
for his headache, since he suffers from migraines, overriding other plausible
recommendations based on profile and sleep-related information (provided that the sleep
quality is reported to be good).
4.2.3 Proactiveness and Verbosity
In Section 3.1.4 we described the core response model we use to capture information
extracted from the KB and the Web search module (text). We also elaborated on
proactiveness and verbosity, explaining the main motivation for introducing these type of
responses. In this section, we describe the reasoning procedure we follow to generate
responses that encapsulate reasoning results pertinent to these two response types.
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Proactiveness
In cases when a generic topic is detected, KI initiates a reasoning procedure to compile a
response that encapsulates both a plausible answer to the user’s question, and additional
information pertinent to the recognised conversational topic. A topic is considered as a
generic, when it serves as an umbrella for grouping together similar topics. Consider, for
example, the following excerpt from the topic hierarchy:
𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡 ⊑ 𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡 ⊑ 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡 ⊑ 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡 is a generic topic that is further specialised in three concrete topics: a)
𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (e.g. no meat, no alcohol, etc.); b) 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑒𝑠 (e.g. allergic to lactose,
nuts, etc.); and c) 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 (e.g. favourite dish). Provided that only the generic
topic 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡 is recognised, KI initiates the topic decomposition task to provide a
plausible response, but also to inform the user about additional information that it can be
returned, according to the user profile. It should be noted here that a generic topic can be
recognised either because the user specifically asks a question that is mapped to the generic
topic (e.g. Do you know about Stefan's eating habits?), or because inaccurate input is provided
to KI, for example, some domain concepts are missing due to noise or processing errors during
speech to text translation. In either case, KI initiates the topic decomposition task to provide
relevant input and suggestions to the user.
The topic decomposition task starts by retrieving the set 𝑇𝐺 with the concrete topics of the
generic topic 𝐺:
𝑇𝐺 = {𝑡 | 𝑡 ≡ 𝐺 ∨ 𝑡 ⊑ 𝐺}
Both the subclasses (⊑) and equivalent classes (≡) of 𝐺 are retrieved, based on the underlying
semantics of the topic hierarchy. KI semantically orders the retrieved topics (𝑡 ∈ 𝐶𝐺 ), creating
a topic list based on the following criteria:
1. 𝑡 is not part of the conversational context for the last ℎ interactions.
2. The KB contains information about topic 𝑡.
where 1 > 2. More specifically, the first criterion ensures that only new discussion topics
receive high priority and promoted to the beginning of the list. The threshold ℎ is a static value
that denotes the number of the conversation history turns beyond which a topic is considered
as new. The second criterion filters out topics for which no information is available for the
current user. If more than one topics satisfy both criteria, the ordering is arbitrary. KI then
selects the first element of the list as the main response, while the remaining ones are
wrapped into a 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 structure, as described in Section 3.1.4.
For example, consider a KB that contains information about the fact that the care recipient
does not eat pork, is allergic to lactose and his favourite dish is cheese noodles. The pertinent
ontological patterns are given in Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20, respectively.
A question about the diet habits of the care recipient would trigger the task decomposition
reasoning service, retrieving where
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Figure 18 Pattern describing that the care recipient does not eat pork.

𝑇𝐺 = {𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑒𝑠, 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠}
All three topics is assumed that have the same priority, since all satisfy the two criteria.
Assuming that the 𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 topic is selected as the main answer, KI returns
information about the fact that he does not eat pork, informing also the user that it can
provide information about eating allergies and preferences. The corresponding
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟, along with the individual responses, is depicted in Figure 21. The
response container contains two responses: one 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 that encapsulates
information about the fact that the care recipient does not eat port; and one
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 that informs the user about the possibility of providing information
about eating allergies and preferences.

Figure 19 Pattern describing that the care recipient is allergic to lactose.
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Figure 20 Pattern describing that the care recipient likes to eat cheese noodles

Verbosity
In order to support verbosity, KI capitalises on the plausibility of the responses that are
retrieved from the KB. In Section 4.2.1 we described the question answering framework,
elaborating on the processing steps that are involved in order to extract knowledge from the
KB relevant to the conversational context. For each extracted pattern, a similarity score is
computed based on the semantics of the concepts that are contained in the response and the
concepts extracted from the utterances. The pattern with the highest similarity to the user
input is returned as the main response, while other patterns that partially match the question
are returned as additional information that can be used by the DM.
As an example, we present the response container in Figure 22 for the question: “When does
he usually wake up?”. The system apart from a direct response to the question, e.g. “He
usually wakes up at 6:00”, it also provides information about the usual sleep duration
(𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡)
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Figure 21 Response container with proactive answer.
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Figure 22 Response container with additional information (verbosity)
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5 EVALUATION
5.1 Ontology Metrics
Based on the requirements set by WP8, the dependencies incurring from the interaction with
the other WPs and the reasoning requirements in WP5, the KRISTINA ontology has been
developed over the course of the project that provides the necessary knowledge structures
and vocabularies for representing data and knowledge in different levels of abstraction. The
KRISTINA ontology mainly comprises five modules, as described in Section 3.1: i) the verbal
module, for capturing results of verbal analysis (LA results), ii) the non-verbal module for
capturing observation types such as gestures and facial expressions, iii) the user profile and
behaviour module for capturing user preferences, habits, diseases, etc., iv) the question
response module for wrapping responses, and v) the context module for capturing the
semantics of conversational topics and fusion.
In this section we present detailed metrics about the KRISTINA ontologies. One of the crucial
issues in ontology evaluation is the identification of anomalies or worst practices in ontology
development. In (Rector et al. 2004) the authors describe a set of common errors made by
developers and knowledge engineers during ontology modelling. Moreover, in (Gómez-Pérez
2004) a classification of errors identified during the evaluation of consistency, completeness,
and conciseness of ontology taxonomies is provided. Finally, in (Villalon & Suárez-Figueroa
2010) authors identify an initial catalogue of common pitfalls.
OOPS! (Poveda-Villalón & Gómez-Pérez 2014) is a tool that scans ontologies looking for
potential pitfalls that could lead to modelling errors. Its main functionality is to analyze
ontologies via URL or RDF coding and to inform developers about which elements of the
ontology are possibly affected by pitfalls or syntax errors. It also provides modelling
suggestions for some relationships.
Currently, 32 pitfalls are supported by the tool and the detection is automated in 3 ways:

Figure 23 OOPS! architecture - http://www.oeg-upm.net/oops
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Lexical content analysis: make use of the content of annotations and identifiers for
detecting pitfalls, e.g. P22: Using different naming criteria in the ontology.
Seeking a particular characteristic: check general characteristics of the ontology not
related to the internal structure of the ontology or to the content of the lexical entities,
e.g. P36. URI contains file extension.
Structural pattern: analyze the internal structure of the ontology, seeking specific parts
of the model, e.g. P5: Defining wrong inverse relationships

The tool supports the following evaluation categories:












Structural Dimension
o Modelling Decisions: Checks for pitfalls P02, P03, P07, P21 and P24.
o Wrong Inference: Checks for pitfalls P05, P06 and P19.
o No Inference: Checks for pitfalls P11, P12 and P13.
o Real World Modelling or Common Sense: Checks for pitfall P10.
o Ontology language: Checks for pitfalls P34, P35 and P38.
Functional Dimension
o Requirements Completeness: Checks for pitfall P04.
o Application context: Checks for pitfalls P36, P37, P38, P39 and P40.
Usability-Profiling Dimension
o Ontology Clarity: Checks for pitfalls P08 and P22.
o Ontology Understanding: Checks for pitfalls P02, P07, P08, P11, P12, P13 and P20.
Consistency
o For this evaluation criteria the following pitfalls will be checked: P05, P06, P07, P19
and P24.
Completeness
o For this evaluation criteria the following pitfalls will be checked: P04, P10, P11, P12
and P13.
Conciseness
o For this evaluation criteria the following pitfalls will be checked: P02, P03 and P21.

In the following describe the use of OOPS! to scan for pitfalls the KRISTINA ontologies with
respect to the aforementioned evaluation categories supported by the tool.
5.1.1 Verbal and Non-verbal Ontologies
The verbal and non-verbal ontologies have been examined together, since both the
vocabularies share common modelling constructs. After analysing the models with OOPS!, we
got 2 pitfalls (Table 2): P10 (Missing Disjointness) and P08 (Missing Annotations). P08 has been
fixed in the final version of ontology. P10 has not been fixed, since, in our case, the use of
disjoint axioms affects reasoning performance without introducing any additional reasoning
advantage. Table 3 depicts various ontology metrics as these have been calculated by Protégé.
Table 2 Pitfalls detected for the verbal/non-verbal ontologies

Results for P08: Missing annotations.47 cases | Minor
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This pitfall consists in creating an ontology element and failing to provide human readable
annotations attached to it. Consequently, ontology elements lack annotation properties that
label them (e.g. rdfs:label, lemon:LexicalEntry, skos:prefLabel or skos:altLabel) or that define
them (e.g. rdfs:comment or dc:description).
• The following elements have neither rdfs:label or rdfs:comment (nor skos:definition)
defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Place.ingestion
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#FrameDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Stuff.measure_volume
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#EventFrameDescription
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#Situation
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#Entity
› http://kristinaproject.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#QuantitativeMeasuresDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Commerce_buyDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Measure_volumeDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Time.ingestion
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#InformDescription
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#Concept
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#Event
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Manner.ingestion
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#InformSpeechAct
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Count.measure_volume
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#FrameElement
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Goods.Commerce_buy
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#RequestSpeechAct
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#SpeechActDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#IngestionDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Age.age
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Entity.age
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Instrument.ingestion
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#RequestDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#IngestionEventType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Buyer.Commerce_buy
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Unit.measure_volume
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#RequestType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#CircumstantialDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#InformType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#AgeDescription
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#Description
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#SpeechActType
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#EventType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#FrequencyDescription
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#EventFrameSituation
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Ingestibles.ingestion
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Degree.ingestion
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#FrameSituation
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#Ingestor.ingestion
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#satisfies
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#isSettingFor
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#includesEvent
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#defines
› http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#classifies
• The following elements have no rdfs:label defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/framesituation/core#SpeechAct
Results for P10: Missing disjointness.ontology* | Important
The ontology lacks disjoint axioms between classes or between properties that should be
defined as disjoint.
*This pitfall applies to the ontology in general instead of specific elements.
Table 3 Various ontology metrics calculated for the core User profile ontology

Axioms

114

Logical axiom count

66

Declaration axioms count

47

Class count

42

Object property count

5

DL expressivity

ALE

SubClassOf

64

EquivalentClasses

2

Hidden GCI Count

2

5.1.2 User Profile Ontology
OOPS! identified no major pitfall for the core behavioural pattern presented in Figure 6. Two
minor pitfalls have been identified (Table 4), namely P36 (URI contains file extension) and P40
(Namespace hijacking) that have been fixed. Table 5 depicts various ontology metrics, as these
have been calculated by Protégé.
Table 4 Pitfalls detected for the core User profile ontology

Results for P36: URI contains file extension.ontology* | Minor
This pitfall occurs if file extensions such as ".owl", ".rdf", ".ttl", ".n3" and ".rdfxml" are included
in an ontology URI.
*This pitfall applies to the ontology in general instead of specific elements.
Results for P40: Namespace hijacking.1 case | Critical
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It refers to reusing or referring to terms from another namespace that are not defined in
such namespace. This is an undesirable situation as no information can be retrieved when
looking up those undefined terms.
• This pitfall appears in the following elements:
› http://creativecommons.org/ns#license
Table 5 Various ontology metrics calculated for the core User profile ontology

Axioms

586

Logical axiom count

175

Declaration axioms count

97

Class count

25

Object property count

45

Data property count

28

DL expressivity

ALCRIQ(D)

SubClassOf

14

EquivalentClasses

5

DisjointClasses

4

Hidden GCI Count

2

SubObjectPropertyOf

9

InverseObjectProperties

5

FunctionalObjectProperty

1

InverseFunctionalObjectProperty 12
ObjectPropertyDomain

41

ObjectPropertyRange

35

SubPropertyChainOf

1

SubDataPropertyOf

5

FunctionalDataProperty

3

DataPropertyDomain

17

DataPropertyRange

23

AnnotationAssertion

313

5.1.3 Response Ontology
After analysing the response models with OOPS!, we got 4 pitfalls (Table 6). Two of them are
important, namely, P10 (Missing Disjointness) and P11 (Missing domain or range in
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properties), while the other two, namely, P12 (Missing Annotations) and P13 (Inverse
relationships not explicitly declared), are minor. The majority of the identified pitfalls have
been fixed in the final version of ontology. P10 has not been fixed, since, in our case, the use
of disjoint axioms affects reasoning performance without introducing any additional reasoning
advantage. Table 7 depicts various ontology metrics as these have been calculated by Protégé.
Table 6 Pitfalls detected for the Response ontology

Results for P08: Missing annotations. 42 cases | Minor
This pitfall consists in creating an ontology element and failing to provide human readable
annotations attached to it. Consequently, ontology elements lack annotation properties that
label them (e.g. rdfs:label, lemon:LexicalEntry, skos:prefLabel or skos:altLabel) or that define
them (e.g. rdfs:comment or dc:description).
• The following elements have neither rdfs:label or rdfs:comment (nor skos:definition)
defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#PositiveResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#BiographicalAttribute
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#AdditionalInformationRequest
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#ProactiveResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#AdditionalResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#NotFoundResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#NegativeResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#SpecifyingInformationResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#SocialMediaResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#SocialMediaTeweetsResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#DataAcquisitionTrigger
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#URLResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#MissingInformationRequest
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#BooleanResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#BehaviouralAttribute
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#ClarificationRequest
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#MissingInformationResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#SpecifyingInformationRequest
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#WeatherResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#RecipeResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#UnknownResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context/v1#Context
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#SocialMediaTopicsResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#responseType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#rdf
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#conversationalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#containsResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#weatherClassification
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#url
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#timestamp
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#text
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#source
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#rank
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#plausibility
• The following elements have no rdfs:label defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#SmallTalkTrigger
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#Response
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#RequestResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#StatementResponse
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#ConversationTrigger
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#ResponseType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#ResponseContainer
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#EventResponse
Results for P10: Missing disjointness.ontology* | Important
The ontology lacks disjoint axioms between classes or between properties that should be
defined as disjoint.
*This pitfall applies to the ontology in general instead of specific elements.
Results for P11: Missing domain or range in properties.5 cases | Important
Object and/or datatype properties without domain or range (or none of them) are included
in the ontology.
• This pitfall appears in the following elements:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#source
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#text
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#timestamp
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#url
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#weatherClassification
• Tip: Solving this pitfall may lead to new results for other pitfalls and suggestions. We
encourage you to solve all cases when needed and see what else you can get from OOPS!
Results for P13: Inverse relationships not explicitly declared.4 cases | Minor
This pitfall appears when any relationship (except for those that are defined as symmetric
properties using owl:SymmetricProperty) does not have an inverse relationship
(owl:inverseOf) defined within the ontology.
• This pitfall appears in the following elements:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#responseType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#rdf
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#conversationalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/responses#containsResponse
Table 7 Various ontology metrics calculated for the Response ontology

Axioms

1098
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Logical axiom count

594

Declaration axioms count

457

Class count

434

Object property count

19

Data property count

10

Individual count

10

DL expressivity

ALCHOIQ(D)

SubClassOf

444

EquivalentClasses

116

Hidden GCI Count

111

SubObjectPropertyOf

1

InverseObjectProperties

1

ObjectPropertyDomain

6

ObjectPropertyRange

8

ClassAssertion

5

ObjectPropertyAssertion

4

AnnotationAssertion

43

AnnotationPropertyRangeOf 4

5.1.4 Context Ontology
The Context ontology is the most complex ontology module in KRISTINA. OOPS! found three
important and three minor pitfalls:







[Minor] P08: Missing annotation:
[Minor] P13: Inverse annotations not explicitly declared
[Minor] P22: Using different naming conventions in the ontology
[Important] P10: Missing disjointness
[Important] P11: Missing domain or range properties
[Important] P24: Using recursive definitions

All pitfalls have been fixed, apart from P10, as we explained earlier in the Response ontology.
In it worth mentioning that P24 identified the recursive definition of the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 concept:
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ≡ ∃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠. (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥 ⊔ 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦)
However, in our domain, this recursion is correct and it does not impose any problem, since a
context instance may contain other context instances, allowing the definition of richer
relationships through context composition. Table 8 presents the results of OOPS! and Table 9
ontology metrics extracted from Protégé.
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Table 8 Pitfalls detected for the Context ontology

Results for P08: Missing annotations.205 cases | Minor
This pitfall consists in creating an ontology element and failing to provide human readable
annotations attached to it. Consequently, ontology elements lack annotation properties that
label them (e.g. rdfs:label, lemon:LexicalEntry, skos:prefLabel or skos:altLabel) or that define
them (e.g. rdfs:comment or dc:description).
• The following elements have neither rdfs:label or rdfs:comment (nor skos:definition)
defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#InternationalStandards
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#VaccineCalendarContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#FineEmotionalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NearestPark
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Recommendation
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BabyContextCheckUp
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Recommended
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Activity
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Breastfeeding
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#FactorBaby
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityOrderingContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Underweight
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Symptom
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Before
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#WeatherContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#LocalEvent
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#WaterContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HowToTreatSymptom
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#MeasurableElement
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Call
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SocialMedia
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Additional
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityNormContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalDementiaDefinitionContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Recommend
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#LikesToDoAfterAnActivityContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#BreastMilk
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DrinkAlcohol
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalPhysicalDevelopment
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#PhoneNumber
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Reaction
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#InstructionContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EmergencyContact
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalBabyMeasurement
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#FamilyDoctor
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EatingPreferences
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BabyContextCheckUpRecommended
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EmotionalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Disease
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BabyBathContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalHealthAssistanceMigrantsContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Determine
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalBabyContextCheckUp
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Weight
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#MemoryProblem
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#FavouriteContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#IndividualContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalQueryBreastfeedingAssociation
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Length
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ShowRecipeDiabetes
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BabyMeasurement
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EatingAllergies
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Help
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Hurt
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Food
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EmergencyContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#VaccineContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Gain
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HowToCallSomeone
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#LikesToDoBeforeSleepContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#PhysicalDevelopment
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Growth
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BMIContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BathContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Problem
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DiseaseContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EmergencyContact_1
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#LocalEventBaby
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Kitchen
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#SupportGroup
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#News
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Treat
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Duration
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BabyContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NightProblem
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NeedsAssistanceForToilet
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Pain
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Height
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#InflammatoryReaction
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#MemoryImpairement
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Size
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SleepProblem
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Show
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SocialSecurityNumberContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#GoodEmotionalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NeedsAfterAnActivityContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BackPainHurtContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BreastMilkBenefits
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Affect
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalBackPainContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalQueryBreastfeeding
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Favourite
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityEndContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#PreferenceContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Near
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SocialMediaVaccination
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Namespace
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#WaterTemperatureContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Treatment
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SymptomsOfDisease
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ReadNewspaperContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Object
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#SocialMedia
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Disease
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Article
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SleepHygiene
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Newspaper
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EatsAnimalProduct
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DoBeforeAnActivity
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Pediatrician
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#WakeUpContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#General
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Further
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Nearest
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Monitor
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Breastfeeding
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#WakeUpFrequencyContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Measurement
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Gain
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/common-entities#Entity
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NewspaperContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#InternationalReferences
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#BreastFeed
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalVaccineContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HealthAssistanceContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Contact
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#GenericContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AppointmentContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HowToUseObjectContext
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Back
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ForgetfulnessContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#More
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Factor
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#LocalEvent
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#MedicalCondition
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#FavouriteFood
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ShowRecipeAbout
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Measure
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BabyFood
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DietRestrictions
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Dish
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NeedsBeforeAnActivityContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Additional
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Need
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Activity
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Vaccinate
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DiscussedTopics
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityDurationContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#EatingHabit
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#DomainEntity
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#InternationalReferences
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#CarbohydrateFoodContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HealthAssistanceMigrantsContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HowToMeasureContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NearestContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Association
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Depend
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityOnSetContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Guideline
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Vaccination
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HealthCardContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SleepTimeContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityBeforeContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#After
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SmallTalkContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityAfterContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DustContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityFrequencyContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#BackPain
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Like
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Vaccine
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NearestHealthcareCenter
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#MedicalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Baby
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#SleepHelp
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#TemperatureContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Newborn
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BackPainContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#HowToTreatDisease
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalDiabetesDefinitionContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AppointmentPediatricianContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#FavouriteBoardGame
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Lumbago
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Grow
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#TreatmentContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/la/onto#Control
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#MonitorBaby
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ToiletFrequencyContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#responseTypeValues
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#responseType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#requires
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#namespace
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#isNeededNamespaceIn
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#datasource
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#contains
• The following elements have no rdfs:label defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BooleanContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NormContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ShowRecipe
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Context
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DefinitionContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#DiseaseDefinitionContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#AdditionalContext
• The following elements have neither rdfs:comment or skos:definition defined:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#ActivityRoutineContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#BiographicalContext
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#NeedsAssistanceContext
Results for P10: Missing disjointness.ontology* | Important
The ontology lacks disjoint axioms between classes or between properties that should be
defined as disjoint.
*This pitfall applies to the ontology in general instead of specific elements.
Results for P11: Missing domain or range in properties.5 cases | Important
Object and/or datatype properties without domain or range (or none of them) are included in
the ontology.
• This pitfall appears in the following elements:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#datasource
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#isNeededNamespaceIn
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› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#requires
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#responseType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#responseTypeValues
• Tip: Solving this pitfall may lead to new results for other pitfalls and suggestions. We
encourage you to solve all cases when needed and see what else you can get from OOPS!
Results for P13: Inverse relationships not explicitly declared.5 cases | Minor
This pitfall appears when any relationship (except for those that are defined as symmetric
properties using owl:SymmetricProperty) does not have an inverse relationship
(owl:inverseOf) defined within the ontology.
• This pitfall appears in the following elements:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#responseTypeValues
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#responseType
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#requires
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#datasource
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#contains
Results for P22: Using different naming conventions in the ontology.ontology* | Minor
The ontology elements are not named following the same convention (for example CamelCase
or use of delimiters as "-" or "_").
*This pitfall applies to the ontology in general instead of specific elements.
Results for P24: Using recursive definitions.1 case | Important
An ontology element (a class, an object property or a datatype property) is used in its own
definition. Some examples of this would be: (a) the definition of a class as the enumeration of
several classes including itself; (b) the appearance of a class within its owl:equivalentClass or
rdfs:subClassOf axioms; (c) the appearance of an object property in its rdfs:domain or range
rdfs:range definitions; or (d) the appearance of a datatype property in its rdfs:domain
definition.
• This pitfall appears in the following elements:
› http://kristina-project.eu/ontologies/context#Context

Table 9 Various ontology metrics calculated for the Context ontology

Axioms

1098

Logical axiom count

594

Declaration axioms count

457

Class count

434

Object property count

19
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Data property count

10

Individual count

10

DL expressivity

ALCHOIQ(D)

SubClassOf

444

EquivalentClasses

116

Hidden GCI Count

111

SubObjectPropertyOf

1

InverseObjectProperties

1

ObjectPropertyDomain

6

ObjectPropertyRange

8

DataPropertyDomain

2

DataPropertyRange

7

ClassAssertion

5

ObjectPropertyAssertion

4

AnnotationAssertion

43

AnnotationPropertyRangeOf 4

5.2 Reasoning and Interpretation
In this section we present evaluation results for the updated version of the KI framework,
where the conversational awareness and semantic response relevance have been extended
towards the final version of the framework, addressing at the same time the updated use
cases (D8.6 “Pilot use case setup, v2”). In all experiments, we elaborate on the impact of error
rates on the performance and the way KI handles noisy and missing input. We also present
the response time of KI with respect to the questions of the second prototype. The evaluation
has been performed on data collected during KRISTINA testing, as well as using customized
version of the use case questions to test different aspects of the framework.
It should be noted that the question answering capabilities of KI are mainly used in the
scenarios that involve questions about user models and patterns stored in the KB. KI has a
complementary role in the other use cases, acting as a mediator between DM and other WP5
modules, e.g. Web search, dispatching DM requests to appropriate information Retrieval and
Data services for collecting information. As such, we present evaluation results only for the
scenarios that KI is actively and meaningfully involved13.

13 Evaluation results for the

second version of the KI framework have been also included in D8.8 Second Prototype Evaluation
Report. Final evaluation results will be reported in D8.9.
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5.2.1 Conversational Awareness
As described in Sections 3.1.5 and 4.1, in order to recognize conversational topics, a thematic
OWL 2 ontology has been developed that semantically associates conversational topics with
domain concepts that are extracted through language analysis. Based on the language analysis
results, KI builds the ongoing conversational context and uses an OWL 2 ontology reasoner to
recognise the topic. In order to support the use cases of the second prototype, the topic
ontology has been extended with additional LA concepts and conversational topics,
supporting 119 concrete topics. It should be noted that each ontology topic corresponds in
practice to more than one use case questions (especially in cases where the response of the
topic is retrieved from the Information Retrieval/ Web search module), therefore, the number
of the questions that are actually supported is higher.
In D8.5 we presented the results of topic detection only on 12 sleep-related questions that
reflected the main involvement of KI in the first prototype. In the updated system, the role of
KI has been considerably extended, with its topic detection capabilities being used in all
scenarios. The evaluation of conversational awareness involves two cases: a) validation and
test coverage of the topic hierarchy and the corresponding semantics, and b) the performance
in the presence of incomplete information and noise.
Validation and test coverage focused on determining the soundness and completeness of
topic detection and ontological models, assuming that perfect information is provided as
input. This means that the speech-to-text module provides correct transcriptions and
language analysis is able to correctly recognize the ontological concepts that are part of the
user utterances. Each use case utterance has been assigned with a topic (ontology concept).
For example, the use case question: “Does Stefan have any memory problem?” is associated
with the topic 𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚, which is further associated with the concepts 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚,
𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦, 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡, taking into account the concept types that are extracted through
language analysis:
𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚 = {𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚, 𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦, 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡}
Our tests have shown that, provided that the correct input is given to KI, all topics are correctly
recognized, validating the semantic completeness and soundness of the updated ontological
models that can adequately describe the indented semantics of the questions, as these have
been described in the use cases of the second prototype.
In order to test the behaviour of topic detection with partial and incorrect input, we have
performed several tests using both manually modified sets of LA input concepts, as well as
using speech and language analysis results obtained from testing sessions of KRISTINA. The
performance of topic detection in different levels of noisy input is depicted in Table 10.
Table 10 Performance of topic detection with respect to different levels of noise.
Noise
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

1st version
Recall Precision
100.00% 100.00%
64.15%
61.27%
34.86%
19.22%
<10%
<10%
<10%
<10%

Updated version
Recall
Precision
100.00% 100.00%
81.25%
70.40%
59.41%
42.73%
32.19%
21.47%
16.14%
11.44%
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Extended version
Recall
Precision
100.00% 100.00%
87.35%
76.40%
71.27%
61.53%
63.23%
46.98%
51.72%
32.73%
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As described earlier, precision and recall is 100%, provided that correct/complete results are
produced by speech-to-text and language analysis. The performance tends to be more noise
tolerant with noise levels up to 15%-20%, compared to higher noise values. The “updated
version” does not contain the extension described in Section 4.1 for conversational
awareness. In this case, some LA concepts are considered more important than others. For
example, the recognition of the concept 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 by Language Analysis is used as a hint
to forward the question to the KB, where user profile information is stored. As such, the
performance of KI considerably decreases when such key concepts are failed to be detected
by Speech-to-Text and/or Language Analysis. In this case, KI is currently based solely on the
native reasoning capabilities of OWL 2 ontologies. As such, missing information is only handled
by exploiting the hierarchical relationships of topic concepts, where each (abstract) topic is
further specialized in subsequent levels. The “extended version” achieves higher
performance. It makes extensive use of hierarchical decomposition of topics and it also uses
the custom conversational awareness algorithm described in Section 4.1 that handles missing
information and noise.
5.2.2 Semantic Response Relevance
An updated context extraction algorithm has been developed that employs semantic similarity
metrics and graph expansion techniques to match user questions against KB structures
(Section 4.2). The updated reasoning module not only improves the performance of retrieving
relevant information from the KB, but also has the ability to extract rich contextual
information to fuel Language Generation.
Table 11 presents the results of the updated question answering algorithm on the 12
questions presented in D8.5. The table also compares the two approaches against the baseline
approach that was initially implemented using fixed rules.
Table 11 Question answering performance on 12 sleep-related questions
Baseline (rules)
1st version
Updated version
Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
Q1
0.00
0
0.50
1
1
1
Q2
1.00
1
1.00
1
1.00
1
Q3
1.00
1
0.67
1
0.67
1
Q4
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
1
Q5
1.00
1
1.00
1
1.00
1
Q6
0.00
0
0.67
1
0.67
1
Q7
0.50
1
0.50
1
1.00
1
Q8
0.00
0
1.00
1
1.00
1
Q9
1.00
1
1.00
1
1.00
1
Q10
1.00
1
1.00
1
1.00
1
Q11
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
1
Q12
0.00
0
1.00
1
1.00
1
average
0.47
0.64
0.69
0.83
0.78
1
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In the updated version, KI supports a considerably larger set of questions, compared to the
first prototype’s sleep-related questions. For example, the user model has been enriched with
disease information and eating habits (Section 3.1.3). The average precision and recall of KI
with respect to the complete set of use case questions is depicted in Table 12. It should be
noted that the performance of question answering strongly depends on the performance of
topic detection and therefore, the results of Table 12 encapsulate also the topic detection
performance of KI (noise = up to 20%). For example, a response is generated by KI only if a
topic is detected, otherwise, an unknown response is generated and forwarded to the DM.
Table 12 Average precision and recall for the questions of the 2nd prototype
Baseline (rules)
1st version
Precision Recall Precision Recall
0.62
0.71

Updated version
Precision Recall
0.79
0.83

Extended version
Precision Recall
0.86
0.89

It is evident from the above that the updated version of KI can handle more efficiently the
requirements and semantics of the second prototype. It should be noted that we have no
results for the initial (rule-based) implementation of KI on the questions of the second
prototype, since we had to manually write the corresponding rules, which is a time consuming
process with no actual benefit for the KRISTINA system (the module is deprecated and it is not
part of the WP5 framework).
5.2.3 Response Time
The first implementation of KI demonstrated a quite high response time. As depicted in Figure
24, the mean response time was about 3 seconds, which was quite high taking also into
account the small number of patterns in the KB.
In order to improve performance, several optimizations have been implemented for the first
prototype. For example, we managed to reduce the number of SPARQL queries executed over
the KB by implementing caching mechanisms. We have also rewritten some of the queries,
reducing the complexity and therefore, improving execution time. As such, we achieved a
response time less than 0.5 second for all queries.
For the second prototype, several optimizations have been implemented for topic detection
and question answering, as described in the previous sections. Although these optimizations
have improved the accuracy, they have also imposed a slight overhead on the response time.
However, as depicted in Figure 24, the extra time KI needs to process questions and retrieve
responses for the 12 sleep-related questions does not negatively affect the overall
performance of the module, which is still quite fast. The average response time of KI for the
second prototype is close to 800ms, where the extended version imposes an extra overhead
(Table 13).
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Figure 24 Question response time of KI for the 12 sleep-related questions

Table 13 Average question response time for the questions of the 2nd prototype
Average response time (ms)

1st version
567
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Updated version
825

Extended version
972
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6 CONCLUSIONS
Knowledge Integration (KI) aims to support semantic content and human input modelling,
integration, reasoning and question answering in KRISTINA, addressing the objectives of T5.3,
T5.6 and T5.7. The information made available by WP3 and WP4, as well as profile information
about user preferences and habits is fused and aggregated in WP5 to derive high-level
interpretations and decision support tasks, fuelling Dialogue Management (WP2) with
information relevant to the conversational context.
During the second half of the project, the focus has been given on extending the vocabularies
and semantics used to capture information at various level of abstraction. This involves the
development of additional patterns to model user profile-related information (user models),
as well as models to capture multimodal information coming as input to WP5. The research
on context interpretation and reasoning has mainly focused on the development of
methodologies for conversational awareness, advanced question answering and user-tailored
responses. Conversation awareness has been enriched by capturing dependencies among
high-level topics and low-level input events in a loosely-coupled manner, rather than defining
strict contextual patterns that cannot provide enough flexibility for handling the imprecise and
ambiguous nature of the domain. Question answering has been considerably extended,
following a context-aware matching and context extraction algorithm for retrieving content
from the KB relevant to the user input
This deliverable presented the updated version of the KI framework towards the final
KRISTINA system that extends the knowledge representation and interpretation capabilities
of the framework in the following directions:





Conversational awareness, supporting the recognition of a larger set of conversational
topics.
User-pertinent feedback, generating responses according to extended user models.
Intelligent feedback and suggestions to the DM, such as proactive responses,
clarifications, etc.
Context-aware question answering, improving the semantic relevance of the
responses that are extracted from the knowledge data sources.

We also presented ontology metrics and evaluation results of the reasoning and
interpretation capabilities of the framework, comparing KI with baseline approaches and
preliminary implementations of the framework.
As already described, the updated version of KI already supports advanced reasoning and
interpretation functionalities that will be tested and evaluated in the final system (reported in
D8.9). Some minor extensions are foreseen in order to adapt the final version of the modules
to the final requirements. Any update will be reported in deliverables D7.5 Final System
and/or D8.9 Final System Report.
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8 APPENDIX
In the following, we summarise the advances on vocal analysis technologies, namely
multilingual automatic speech recognition and multilingual text analysis that have been
carried out towards the second prototype, i.e. between M18 and M26. The summary outlines
the extension in the functionalities that were delivered for the first prototype and presented
in D3.2 – Basic version of the vocal analysis techniques in KRISTINA, serving as an intermediate
update before D3.3 – Advanced version of the vocal analysis techniques in KRISTINA, which is
due for M32 and will present their finalised versions.

8.1 Automatic Speech Recognition
This section summarizes the work performed towards improving the automatic speech
recognition (ASR) solutions for KRISTINA between the first prototype (M18) and the second
prototype (M26).
8.1.1 Real-Time Speech Recognition
The real-time speech recognizer relies on five main components: an audio partitioner, an
acoustic model, a pronunciation model, a language model, and a word recognizer. In KRISTINA,
audio partitioning is manually executed by the end-user via a push-to-talk button.
The basic structure of the acoustic models remained the same between the first and second
prototypes. Acoustic features are based on temporal pattern (TRAP) spectrum analysis
(Schwarz & Matějka 2004), and relative spectral (RASTA) filtering (Hermansky & Morgan
1994). The feature vector is used as input of a two-stage multilayer Perceptron neural network
model, containing a bottleneck network (Grézl et al. 2007) and a classifier network. Figure 25
shows the feature extraction pipeline adopted for first and second prototype.

Figure 25 Acoustic feature extraction for real-time recognition

The same type of pronunciation and language models were used in the first and second
prototype. The pronunciation models are built using grapheme-to-phoneme rule-based
systems for Spanish, Turkish and Polish. A statistical model is used for German. The language
models are standard n-gram backoff models.
The word recognizer was enhanced for the second prototype. Word recognition is henceforth
carried-out using a 2-gram language model (LM). This step generates a word graph, which is
rescored using a 3-gram LM. Consensus decoding is applied to produce raw transcription
hypotheses. A post-processing module is then applied to include punctuation marks and
capitalize words. Figure 26 illustrates the main components of the word recognizer used in
the second prototype.
Compared to the first prototype, the novel recognizer uses two different language models,
and takes the pronunciation model into account during the graph generation and graph
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rescoring phases (for the first prototype, the pronunciation model was considered during
generation only). Technical changes were applied to the recognizer to enable the efficient
usage of models during the graph rescoring to limit the increase in latency. For instance, on
Spanish data, the average latency increased by only 0.15 seconds (from 0.62 to 0.77s), with a
relative gain in performance of about 3% (from 22.9% to 22.1%).

Figure 26 The automatic speech recognizer used in the second prototype; in gray, the changes
applied in comparison to the first prototype

8.1.2 Language-Specific System Development
For the first prototype, acoustic and language models were adapted to the KRISTINA domain
for Spanish, Polish and German.
Similar work was performed for Turkish for the second prototype. Real-time acoustic models
were developed using Vocapia’s internal data. The best accuracy was observed while training
acoustic models on diversified data sets, originated from both broadcast conversations and
telephone conversations. Component language models were trained on Vocapia’s internal
data (manual transcriptions and Webdata) and KRISTINA’s data (scripted dialogues and
Webdata). These models were combined with interpolation coefficients optimized on the
KRISTINA development data. A punctuation system was developed for Turkish. It uses a
punctuation language model, and additional rules to detect interrogative utterances. The
parameters of the punctuation system were optimized on KRISTINA data.
Table 14. Word error rate (%) on KRISTINA development data sets for the first and second
prototypes. Language models were tuned to the use case scenarios for the second
prototype.
Language

First prototype

Second prototype

Spanish
German
Polish
Turkish

22.9
38.3
33.7
-

22.1
30.3
20.6
38.9

Other changes were performed for the Spanish, Polish, German and Turkish systems for the
second prototype. For all languages, the novel recognizer described in Section 8.1.1 was used.
In addition, the Polish, German and Turkish language models were strongly tuned to the
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KRISTINA data to improve performance on the use case scenarios. The German pronunciation
model was modified to better take into account the pronunciation of acronyms. A different
acoustic model training strategy was used for German. A comparison of performance between
first and second prototype systems is provided in Table 14.

8.2 Spoken Language Understanding
This section summarizes the work carried out between the first prototype (M18) and the
second prototype (M26) with respect to the analysis of the transcribed user utterances and
the capturing of their semantics in a structured representation, suitable for the reasoning
taking place within KI towards aggregated interpretation and question answering.
8.2.1 Multilingual Text Analysis
As described in D3.2, the KRISTINA text analysis framework adheres to a multi-layer paradigm:
starting from the hypothesized transcribed user utterances, representations of higher
abstraction are successively obtained, until the underlying semantics are distilled in a formal
and language-independent manner that allows for automated reasoning and interpretation.
Figure 27 shows the representations corresponding to the respective layers, namely surfacesyntax, deep syntax (in the original language and in English), conceptual and ontological, for
the example sentence “¿Cuál es la temperatura ideal del agua para bañar a un bebé?”, lit.

Figure 27 Successive representations of the example sentence “¿Cuál es la temperatura ideal del agua para bañar a un bebé?”
obtained by the KRISTINA multi-layer text analysis
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‘What is the ideal temperature of the water to bath a baby’, which is encountered in the baby
care domain of the Use Case 2, Health Expert scenario.
With the core modules and resources that comprise the text analysis pipeline already in place
for the first prototype, the work towards the second prototype focused mainly on extending
the coverage of the supported domains, both thematically and in terms of surface language
variability (i.e. alternative wordings); in addition, support for Turkish was introduced.
Table 15 shows the domains covered within the scenarios addressed in the first and the
second prototypes, outlining the extended coverage provided by text analysis.
Table 15 Domains covered by text analysis in the first and second prototypes.
Language
DE

ES

First prototype

Second prototype

Social companion:
 weather; newspaper;

Social companion:
 weather; newspaper; social media news;
local events

Nursing assistant:
 sleeping habits

Nursing assistant:
 sleeping habits; eating habits; sleeping
problems, diseases

Health expert:
 Baby care: child’s room, bathing, sleeping;
 Back pain: sciatica

Health expert:
 dementia; diabetes; recipes; sleep hygiene
Health expert:
 Baby care: child’s room, bathing, sleeping,
child’s growth and breastfeeding,
vaccination and side effects,
recommended activities;
 Back pain: sciatica, symptoms, causes,
treatment
Mediator:
 Baby care: recommended child’s
checkups, vaccination schedule;
 Back pain back pain: suggestion according
to the BMI, exercises for low back pain
tension relief

PL

Receptionist:
 information about NGOs, health care
centres, appointments with GO and
specialists
Nursing assistant:
 sleeping habits; eating habits; sleeping
problems, diseases

Nursing assistant:
 sleeping habits

Health expert:
 dementia; diabetes; recipes; sleep hygiene
Social companion:
 weather; newspaper; social media news;
local events

TR
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Table 16 summarizes the work underpinning the extended domain coverage, elaborating the
extensions to the lexicons and the rules that cater for domain coverage and the mappings
across the pairs of representation layers respectively. As the expressivity of the frame-based
modelling and mapping of the conceptual representations to respective ontological ones
already covered the considered semantics (i.e. events/situations and participating entities,
temporal relations, frequency and negation), there was need for further refinements at this
stage.
Table 16 KRISTINA text analysis coverage for the first and second prototypes.
Feature

Number of supported
sentences

Number of lexical units
in lexicon

Number of rules
(SurfaceSynt-DeepSynt)

Number of rules
(DeepSynt-Conceptual)

Language

First prototype

Second prototype

DE

24

389

ES

25

246

PL

32

130

TR

-

117

DE

-

385

ES

21

324

PL

113

244

TR

-

121

DE

148

379

ES

226

216

PL

177

237

TR

-

653

488

783

ALL

In parallel, efforts were dedicated to the manual annotation of training corpora for stochastic
parsing. More specifically, surface-syntactic annotated corpora were compiled for Spanish and
Turkish, as, unlike German and Polish, the poor quality of the existing corpora hindered the
derivation of surface-syntactic representations of sufficiently high quality; within this activity.
Furthermore, deep-syntactic annotations were carried out for the four languages addressed
in the second prototype. Table 17 summarises the total number of sentences comprising the
annotated corpora compiled within KRISTINA at this stage; in parallel, the annotation of Arabic
corpora has already started.
Table 17 Summary of annotated corpora compiled within KRISTINA.
Language
German
Polish
Spanish
Turkish

Representation Layer
DeepSynt
DeepSynt
SurfaceSynt,
DeepSynt
SurfaceSynt,
DeepSynt
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Num. Of Sentences
5.000
6.000
4.000
1.700
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8.2.2 Communicative Structure Analysis
Continuing the investigations into communicative structure that were reported in D3.2, in the
months leading to the second prototype, efforts concentrated on the manual annotation of
thematicity in monologues.
8.2.3 Summary and Next Steps
Research and development on automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies will continue
during the next months. The Arabic system will be adapted to KRISTINA and integrated into
the final system: language models will be adapted to the KRISTINA domain, and a real-time
acoustic model and recognizer will be developed. For all languages, the audio recordings
produced within KRISTINA will be thoroughly used for ASR system adaptation, either for
training or testing. In addition, acoustic data augmentation technologies will be explored as a
means to increase the robustness of models on mismatching acoustic conditions. Cross-lingual
acoustic model adaptation will be assessed on the less resourced languages, in particular
Turkish. Finally, acoustic frame sub-sampling will be explored in order to speedup speech
recognition.
Towards the second prototype, the key pursuit of text analysis has been to cater for wider
domain coverage and surface-language variability; in parallel annotation tasks were
undertaken for making available training corpora for stochastic parsing. Next steps towards
the final system include the further improvement of the overall text analysis robustness and
flexibility, as well as the recognition and utilisation of communicative structure as a
complementary source of information for the identification of the intention of the speaker
and the pieces of information mentioned within an utterance that are emphasized.
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